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PROBLEM SE.TT ING 
Intoduotion 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of limited 
industrialization in a small underdeveloped area which until recently was 
highly dependent on low-income farming. The process of development en-
compasses many interacting changes. Although this study concentrates on 
the effects of local industrialization on agriculture, changes in other 
major sectors of the local economy will be observed and analyzed. 
Choctaw County was selected for study for three major reasons: it 
is one of the 21 counties in Oklahoma designated as low-income counties; 
the county was selected as the first Pilot County of the state's rural-
development program and a rural survey was made in 1955 which provides 
useful comparative data concerning the rural economy; citizens of the 
county and especially those of Hugo, the county seat, have recently spent 
1 
large amounts of time, effort, and money in the promotion of industry. 
Choctaw County has received much attention in ru.ral and industrial 
development studies. Previous studies, however, emphasized individual 
sectors of the economy, but in order to determine whether growth and de-
velopment has occurred, the entire economy must be considered. This 
1 
Hugo (tory, Choctaw County~ Oklahoma, Report by Rural Development 
Committee., Hugo., Oklahoma, 1958J. 
2 
study attempts to investigate the interaction of all sectors of economy 
during the process of economic development especially the effects of in-
dustrialization on local agricult'lU'e. 
Problem Situation 
Income situation .2!:, Choctaw County. Choctaw Co~ty was one of 21 
counties in Oklahoma classed as low-income areas in 19540 In 1950 
Choctaw County had a per capita income of $499 with 41.9 percent of its 
population employed in agriculture, as compared with per capita income 
of $1,133 for the state and only 20.5 percent of the population employed 
in agriculture. Comparing these figures with 1940 data, the county in-
come per capita had doubled in this 10 year period, with a reduction of 
7.2 percent in farm population. For the entire state, we find that over 
the same 10 year period, per capita income had tripled and there was a 
reduction of 12.6 percent in its farm population. 
I --
Income per capita in Choctaw County was 44 percent of the state 
average with 50 percent greater employment in agriculture. 
Population situation .Qt Choctaw County. The increase in income 
per capita in Oklahoma was accompanied by a 16.S percent net decrease in 
population as compared to the substantial increase of income per capita 
for the United States accompanied by a 14 percent population increase. 
Choctaw County, while practically doubling its per capita income, had a 
net loss of 36.6 percent of its population during this period. 
Industrial situation. Industrially, Choctaw County, with its single 
~ban center of Hugo, had shown increases in Value Added by Manufacturing 
over this 10 year period. The number of manufacturing firms was reduced 
by one, but total industrial employment remained rather constant. 
Manufacturing consisted mostly of processing agricultural and wood 
products. The products required little capitalization and were not labor 
intensive (saw mills, cotton gins, etco). 
Agricultural si tuationo Choctaw County had been primarily a cotton-
corn and cotton-peanut economy, a very labor intensive farm economy made 
up of many small land holdings. A trend away from row-crop farming began 
in the 19301s and continued with but slight divergence up to the present. 
During the 10 year period considered here, farm size increased, livestock 
numbers increased and, with them, acres in pasture. The number of tractors 
increased eight-fold, horse and mule numbers decreased. The average farm 
size increased by 50 percent during this period. 
This change in the county's agriculture caused a labor surplus con-
dition with under-employment of much farm labor. 
Problem Statement 
The problem attacked in this study consists of several inter-related 
hypotheticaJ. statements. Some of these concern facts to be established; 
others imply relationships to be demonstrated and analyzedo Chapter III 
will probe more deeply into the nature of these statements and how they 
might be justified. For the present they are listed in broad outline as 
followsg 
Choctaw County is a low-income rural county. 
A relative decline in agriculture has occurred there. 
The county has recently experienced a relative growth in locaJ. 
industryo 
It has experienced considerable out-migration. 
These factors have changed the structure of the local economy 
and have had unknown differential impact on its severaJ. sectors. 
Agricultural welfafe has been affected by the recent local 
industrial growth. 
General Objectives 
In line with these statements concerning the scope of the problem 
studied, some general objectives can be listed: 
The identifiable gross economic changes which have occurred 
in Choctaw's economy from 1940 to 1958 will be described and 
compared. 
The composition of these changes by population and by in-
dustrial sector will be analyzed. 
The nature of the impact of structural change in the local 
economy on agriculture will be assessed. This impact has 
special importance due to the size of the county's far.m 
sector and to its low level of past development. 
Data and analysis will be provided for use by planning 
groups and researchers. There is a decided lack of know-
ledge of the results of recent development in eastern 
Oklahomao, More realistic programs for development could be 






Economic development can be defined as an increase in an economy's 
success in satisfying freely changing liuman wants - not only satisfying 
old wants but also the.new wants which arise as an economy develops. 
Satisfaction of growing human wants to the highest possible level 
attainable, within the limitations of some fixity in the supply of re-
sources, is what the science of economics is all about. Much of eco-
nomic research has centered around specific means of efficient resource 
allocation and has ignored the actual ends of economic activity; the 
satisfaction of wants or the welfare of people. 
A framework of theory is needed not only to develop hypotheses but 
also as a means of attaining organization from the mass of assumptions 
and presumptions concerning the nature of economic development. A 
theoretical base will not only aid in organizing this study, but also 
may provide possible solutions to the problems of development. 
There is no clear and obvious theory of economic development; no 
two instances of development are exactly alike. Our present under-
standing of development is mostly hypothetical but does provide us with 
a frame of reference for simplifying the complexity of the subject. 
Further difficulties arise due to the need for measurement of eco-
nomic growth and development. Economic growth is usually defined as 
6 
increases in the real income of an economy; economic welfare as income 
per person; economic development as increases in this real income per 
persono To the extent that income and population are known and measurable, 
and to the extent that a deflating index can reliably indicate changes in 
actual purchasing power of a given income for the changing economic wants 
of people, a positive change in income per capita can be used to reflect 
an improvement in economic welfare or economic development. 
It.has become customary to base the distinction between economic 
and non....aconomic activities on the closeness of ties with the market. 
There are activities not directed toward the market which yield satis-
faction of wants, but their values cannot be accurately measured (the 
value of housewives' services, etc.). Therefore, the non-economic eon-
tent of welfare must be ignored. Although disadvantages of ignoring the 
non-economic content of welfare can in some cases be great, the estimates 
are nevertheless tolerably reliable. Support is given to this argument 
in that the activities so segregated for measurement are the ones subject 
1 
to economic criteria. It will be hoped, with Pigou, that changes in 
total welfare will be in the same direction as changes in economic welfare 
2 
as herein measured. 
Incomes per capita and their distribution are imperfectly measured 
and are often not representative of the specific situation described. 
1Simon Kuznets, National Income, ! summary ,2! Findings, National 
· Bureau of Economic Research, Inco, (New York, 1946), Po 124 and P• 1)6. 
2A. c. Pigou, Economies of Welfare, (Macmillan & Co., Fourth Edition, 
London, 1952), pp. 20 - 22. 
7 
Nevertheless, if we consider each of these measurements as closely 
approximating the true measure, we can gauge the net positive contri-
bution of economic activity to consumer satisfaction in the form of 
commodities and serviceso These estimates should be used and discussed 
in terms of relevance to a specific problem, fully recognizing the under-




Development pattern .. Colin Clark in his book, "The Conditions of 
Economic Progress,0 states, "as time goes on and communities become more 
economically advanced, the numbers engaged in agriculture tend to decline 
relative to the numbers in manufacture, which in turn decline relative 
to the number engaged in services .. " 
Increases in real income per capita affects labor distribution by 
changing demand for products. As real income per capita increases, the 
relative demand for manufactured goods first rises and then falls in favor 
3 of serviceso Erst Engel formulated the phenomena into four laws based 
on statistical studies: (1) the ,reater the income, the smaller is the 
percentage of' the total which is spent for food1 (2) the percentage 
spent on clothing remains about the same; (3) the percentage spent on 
housing remains the same; (4) the percentage spent on miscellaneous items 
increases with increases in total income. 
2 
Colin Clark, The Conditions ,e! Economic Progress,(Macmillan & Co • ., 
New York, 1957), P• 492. 
3 
Engel's Law., 1800, quoted in Heflebower and Norm.an 1s Economics 
with Application ts, Agriculture, (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New 
York, 1950), P• 204. 
8 
Given an increased level of income per capita and a new set of de-
mands, efficiency with which the demands will be satisfied by each sector 
must be considered. Agriculture in the United States has shown a steady 
tendency toward increasing productivity per man-hour, so with a de-
creasing relative demand apd increasing productivity, there is a de-
creasing proportion of the labor force needed in agriculture. Real pro-
ductivity per man-hour in manufacturing has also shown great advances, 
in some instances more so than for any other sector. Because of this 
factor, in the long-run, and even with relative demand for manufactured 
goods not decreasing, it is generally expected that there will be a de-
creasing proportion of the labor force employed in manufacturing. Taking 
the aggregate of the service industries into consideration (because certain 
specific services may not actually comply with this generalization) an ad-
vancing country's relative demand for these services increases more rapidly 
than the increase in their workers• productivity per man-hour. Therefore, 
the proportion of the labor employed in service industries will tend to 
show steady increases. 
Development outlined. Economic growth and development as discussed 
by c. P. Kindleberger,4 involves changes in three determining variables; 
land, labor, and capital. 
La.n~-Economic development requires some minimum of land as an in-
put, the question is how much, the variety and richness of resources con-
dition the extent or even the possibility of development. On the other 
hand, capital and social capacity of the labor force for development are 
4charles P. Kindleberger, Economic Development, (McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., New York, 1958) pp. 10 - 12. 
9 
sometimes difficult to distinguish from land, and can be substituted for 
land under most circumstanceso 
Capito1,...-Economic development brings with it an increase in the 
capital stock; and the process of economic growth involves a change in 
the rate of capital formationo In a static, stationary~ or stagnant 
economy the production of capital goods is needed only to maintain the 
stock of capital as it gradually wears out through depreciationo In a 
developing economy positive net capital formation takes place as an 
essential part of the process, and growth entails increases in the ratio 
of capital to limited land while development requires increases in the 
ratio of capital to laboro If labor is increasing, economic progress 
requires additional increases in the ratio of capital to labor and there-
fore to land. 
Labor.--The changes in population numbers and in the size of the 
labor force are significant in economic developmento One part of growth 
is the acquiring of labor skills--knowledge of tools 1 machines and the 
techniques of their useo Another part is the increasing of the pro-
portion of productive persons in the populationo But even more important 
and fundamental is the change in social behavior that makes growth possi= 
ble and cumulative. This change of social behavior or psychology is im-
portant in establishing a climate responsive to changes 
The growth process. The growth process~ as viewed historically~ 
5 
follows the trends of economic sectors generalized by Colin Clark and 
involves the interaction of landj labor, and capital in their changing 
quantities, qualitiesj and technological substitution patterns. 
5 
Clarkj Pe 492. 
10 
The historical process of development in countries now high in in-
come per capita has depended significantly on a series of revolutions in 
techniques of productiono But inventions, innovations, and imitation 
have also played an important part in distribution, administration, social 
relations, in fact, throughout economic, political, and social behavioro 
With more real income comes an inevitable change not only in the 
scale of operational units in economic life~ but in political and social 
fields as well. Whether change in the size of the operational units 
follows or precedes the rise in income per capita is not altogether clear 
in most caseso But as the economy broadens, it is vital to provide the 
communications and the appropriate monetary and market institutions if 
the process is not to be inhibited. 
With more real income per capita comes a change in the products de-
manded and in the composition of output. At an early stage in the study 
of development it was noticed that the poorer countries have a large 
proportion of their resources engaged in primary production-=mainly agri-
culture and mining--whereas the more developed countries concentrate their 
employment in manufacturingo The conclusion was that the way to achieve 
higher income was by building manufacturing industryo It is now recog= 
nized that the development of an economy involves first the transfer= 
mation of resources; for example 9 labor being trained in skills necessary 
for a more modern economye In particular, more attention must be paid 
to tertiary industry, which consists in services such as transport 9 com= 
munications, tradej and government; and increases in manufacturing are 
neither necessary nor sufficient conditions of growth in an open economy 
with ability to tradeo But they are the usual accompaniment of higher 
incomes and may in some cases be their causeo In any event~ growth in 
11 
income requires transformation and reallocation of resources while eco-
nomic development entails changes in the character of wantso 
Inter-Regional Development 
Local development pattern. Development theory discussed thus far 
has referred to an entire national economy; one must now ask, how do 
these development patterns compare to those of a small sub-region of an 
economy such as a rural low-income county. 
Development patterns for a closed economy covering a large land 
area and including a variety of productive resources follow some sort of 
pattern of self-sufficiency. A nation the size of the united States can 
be self-sufficient to some degree when the diverse geographical areas 
within it are aggregatedo But i£ a specific area is isolated from the 
rest of the economy and happens to be relatively poor in some productive 
factors, its attempts at self-sufficiency will result in a lower level 
of living. 
To consider an individual rural county, whose productive resources 
are geared and suited to agricultural endeavors, as being capable of 
following the-general growth pattern would be unsatisfactory. The general 
growth pattern does provide insight as to productivity changes and re-
alloca t:iol\~>Q:t,:, factors within this .. limited geographical area • 
. . '~., 
A more realistic means of viewing the growth of such a limited area 
..• 
would be to consider its available productive resources and the degree 
of growth possible under these restrictions. If, for example, a county 
is best suited for agriculture, development should be orientated around 
the establishment of a vigorous and prosperous agricultural economy. 
Causes .Q! rural low-income in the United States. Low income farming 
communities are easily recognized but the causes and solution 
12 
of the low-income situation are difficult, to isolate. 6 
There a:re many theories that hay~ been advanced in explanation of 
income disparity in agriculture and its seemi~~ ever-widening trend. 
The available literature contains both support for and criticism of these 
individual theories; a definite answer is still lacking. 
The popular explanations of farm income disparity may be grouped 
broadly as follows; (a) those which rest on some "original" difference 
between communities in the natural capabilities of the human element; 
(b) those which rest on some 11original11 difference between communities 
in the quality of the agricultural land; (c) those which rest on some 
11 dynamic 11 difference (e.g., differential rate of local industrial-urban 
development) between communities; and (d) those which rest on the ground 
that communities have not been uniformly affe@ted by the varying pattern 
of secular drifts in (farm) commodity prices. 
The theory based on some "original" difference between communities 
in the natural capabilities of the human element has not been used very 
widely in current development literature .. Many· of the more prominent 
authors assume that the differences in capabilities of different com-
munities are a function of both heredity and education 9 and prior to 
industrialization in the United States, most communities were essentially 
alike in productive capabilities. 
The more recent literature deals with the original differences in 
values, motives and cultural forces of different communities and not the 
6nevelopment of Agriculture 9s Human Resources, United States 
Department of Agriculture, (Washington, D. C • .1 April~ 1955)0 A detailed 




W. B. Back discusses these causes of income disparity while recog-
nizing the risk of over-emphasizing them in relation to other possible 
causes. He believes that the incentives to earn income for low-income 
farmers are weaker when com.pared with those of people in other areas. 
This is explained by differences in the motives and values between 
cultural groups. 
Professor Back states that, "people in low farm income areas do 
not have strong economic motives. This results in the use of more 
9feeling 1 or 9emotion 9 in the decision making process as applied to eco-
nomic problems and less use of the careful thinking process. The culture 
provides the modes of behavior which are substituted for individual 
thinking and use of knowledge in making economic decisions. Thus, know-
ledge and motives to some extent are dependent on each other. Farmers 
in the high income areas generally have a very favorable attitude and in-
terest toward new ideas in farm output, while low income farmers often 
pay little attention, or are down-right against new production methodsott 
According to Professor Back, the United States developed in such a 
manner that it provided the initial basis for the by-passing of isolated 
or distant areas and thus causing them to lag behind the performance of 
the economy has a whole. But, in time, the spread of economic develop-
ment should have covered the entire country. 11That is why the develop-
ment of cultural values consistent with low incomes, and perpetuating 
7 
W. B. Back, Perpetuation .Q! Low~ Income Areas, Farm Policy 
Forum, The 1.2l! Income ~ Problem, (Iowa State College Press, Ames, 
Iowa, Vol. 8, No. 4, Spring, 1956), PP• 19 - 24. 
14 
these values over time through the influence of the culture on the at-
titude of individuals, must be taken into account when attempting to 
explain why the low farm income situation continues to exist.n 
The original difference between communities in the quality of 
8 agricultural larid can be proven by any soil map, but John K. Galbraith 
gives support to settlement patterns rather: than in soil quality alone. 
He claims that during the last century--the century of settlement--the 
basic political goal for settlement of farm land, was the idea of the 
family farm. This commitment provided a rigid settlement pattern.!! with 
little or no consi~~ration to soil characteristics. The poor land 
could not sustain~a decent level of living in any possible combination 
with other resources, while the good land, provides near optimum levels 
of livingo The settlement pattern in effect provides a fixed input of 
land and thus preventing the proper factor adjustment to occuro 
Professor Galbraith uses the example of the Great Plains to support 
his hypothesis. He stated that the Great Plains poor land returns high 
income because the:pt008rty of the soil resource is compensated for by a 
large input in terms of acreso 
T. Wo Schultz9 has rejected the first two theorieso He stated three 
propositions in expanation of income disparity~ (1) the differences in 
per capita income and level of living among communities were not so great 
at the time when people pioneered new areas or at the time industriali~a-
tion began as they have become since then, (2) the marked differences in 
8John K. Galbraith, Inequality in Agriculture-Problem and Program, 
First Jo J. Morrison Memorial Lecture, Delivered at Ontario Agricultural 
College~ Guelph, Canada, November, 1956. · 
9Theodore W., Schultz, I,he Economic Organization of Agriculture, 
(McGraw-Hill Book Coo, Inco, New York» 1953), PP• 156 - 1570 
15 
level of living that have emerged within agriculture are not mainly the 
result of a deterioration on the part of those communities in which 
people are now living under conditions of poverty but largely the con-
sequences of the increases in per capita incomes that have been realized 
by people in other communities, (3) these gaps, consisting of differences 
on level of living, are basically consequences of the way in which the 
economy of the United States has developed and not primarily the results 
of any original differences in the cultural values or capabilities of 
the people themselveso 
Professor Schultz further states that industrial-urban development 
in an economic unit will greatly affect the local agricultural sector. 
The accumulation of capital, due to the higher industrial incomes, can 
be made available for investment in agriculture. Industrial-urban de-
, velopm.ent brings with it division and specialization of labor, and more 
continuous employment; thereby alls:>wing the farmer to be more fully em-
ployed and raising his income. No matter how poor his land may be, by 
being near to an industrial-urban center the value of this land is en- ~ 
hanced. 
10 w. H. Nicholls in his study of the upper south accepts the pro-
position of differential economic development but contends that a· de-
terioration has occurred in these by-passed communitieso His findings 
are based on the lack of an access to product as well as factor markets 
by these isolated communities. Ultimately they developed temporarily 
favorable markets for grain and livestock only to lose them in compe-
tition with the products of the newer and richer lands of the Midwest, 
1°w. H. Nicholls, The South's Low-Income Problem, Farm )olicy Forum, 
Vol. 8, No. 4, (Ames, Iowa State College Pressi Spring, 1956, PP• 13 = 19. 
16 . 
while failing to find satisfactory alternative sources of cash income. 
Professor Nicholls states, "that although the South's rural 
emigration was high, it has beeR insufficient to result in adequate farm 
incomes for the remaining families. The potential gains to the ·rural 
South from emigration were largely offset by (1) continuing high natural 
increase of population, (2) a steady drain on its limited public invest-
ment in the education and health of its youth as the latter left the com-
munity upon reaching their productive years, and (3) the failure of out-
side capital to move into the low-income community. The result has been 
the selective deterioration of the residual population. 11 
The proposition that commodities h~ve not been uniformly affected 
by the varying pattern of secular drif:ts in farm commodity prices is 
ll 
given support by Willard w. Cochrane. 
His general proposition is, "that when resources may be freely sub-
stituted between different productive enterprises, the prices of the 
commodities involved (and therefore income levels) will hold their 
positions in the general pattern with some precision." 
Professor Cochrane compares indivi¢1.ual product response to changes 
in price levels and concludes that if prices and profits are relatively 
high for a particular type of enterprise, the producers shift more re= 
sources into that enterprise and thus the price of the product returns 
to its average pattern. He further states, "there is a deterring in-
fluence of custom and habit on production adjustments which have been 
1\. W. Cochrane, :Ih.!. Nature .2! the Farm Price Problem, Contemporau 
Readings·in Agricultural Economics, Edited by Harold G. Halcrow, Prentice-
Hall, Inco, (New York, 1955) 1 PP• 92 - 1080 
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particularly pronounced in the cotton-South (a region with many low-
income areas)o Thus, the unwillingness and/or the inability of cotton 
growers to respond to price changes, by varying their output of cotton, 
have contributed to the more extreme price movements for cottono 11 Tra-
dition, coupled with the unavailability of attractive alternatives has 
acted to hold producers in low-income areas to out-moded enterprises. 
12 
Earl o. Heady and Joseph Ackerman in a joint article on the low-
income problem, support Cochrane 8s proposition. They place the major 
cause, of surplus and income problem in agriculture, as due to output 
increasing faster than can be absorbed by growth in the population and 
national incomeo But they also contend that such things as decreased ex-
port demand for wheat and cotton have added to the problem. Thus, the 
cost-price squeeze reflects the low elasticity of demand for certain com-
modities and the lack of resource or factor adjustment to changing demands 
of the consumer. 
Generation .Ql differential growth. Income disparity is a fact, pro-
positions have been stated as to the possible causes but what are the con-
ditions which bring about this disparity? 
There are three sets of conditions inherent in economic development 
each of which can bring about disparity in income. They are: (a) those 
that alter the proportion of population engaged in productive work in one 
12 
E'arl Oo Heady and Joseph Ackerman, The Income and Resource Problem, 
Agricultural !g,justment Problems in §:_Growing Economi, Edited by Headyj 
Diesslin 9 Jensen and Johnson, (Iowa State College Press, Ames~ Iowa, 1958), 
PPo 3 - 180 · 
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coillill.unity relative to another; (b) those that change the abilities of a 
population to produce, of one coillillunity relative to another, and (c) those 
that impede factor price equalization of comparable human agents between 
it . 13 coillill.un ies. 
Those conditions that alter the proportion of population in pro-
ductive work (that contributes to income) are basically a consequence of 
the social evaluation of our society set in motion by the character of 
our economic development. These proportions changed as economic develop-
ment has proceeded, the more advanced coillillunities have a lower birth rate 
and a higher percentage of its population twenty-one years of age and 
14 
over than do the less advanced coillillunitieso T. w. Schultz compared 
Grundy County, Iowa, (a very prosperous rural county) with the low-income 
Breathitt County, Kentucky. He found that in 1940, 62 percent of the 
Iowa county was twenty-one years of age and over, as against 42 percent 
of the Kentucky county. 
Those conditions that determine the .abilities of a population to 
produce; those which they acquire. The amount of capital that is in-
vested per person is extremely unequal from one community to another. 
Where the community is poor~ families are also poor, and therefore, 
neither can afford to make these investments; the opposite is true of 
prosperous communities. There is a significant difference in productivi-
ty and awareness of opportunities and willingness to migrate existant 
between those communities having a sufficient level of investment to 
those who have noto 
13To w. Schultz, The Economic Organization£! Agriculture, (McGraw-
Hill Book Coo :1 Inc., New York, 1953), p. 163. 
14Toid.,, P• 1640 
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The third set of conditions are closely related to the second set~ 
these are the conditions that impede factor-price equalization. If it 
is assumed that most of the people located in low income areas within 
agriculture are essentially comparable to most of the people situated 
in prosperous communities in terms of their native capabilities, then 
a short-run acclimatization is all that is required for improvement of 
their productive abilities. (This has been proven during war-time 
migration to industrial centers). It then follows that the cultural 
impediments and non-recognition of opportunities are important in de-
terring the adjustment and equalization of income earned by the human 
factors between communities. 
Potential for development .Qf low-income areas. The discussion thus 
far has centered around the explanations of the generation of low income 
areaso The question of how these areas might best improve and thus de-
velop regional income parity~ is answered generally in conformity with 
the particular explanation offered for themo 
15 
Professor w. Bo Back contends that, since cultural values con-
sistent with low incomes influences the shaping of values and motives 
of the individuals living in these low farm income areas~ their in= 
fluence needs to be removed. ~0The most effective way of doing this 
probably is a general education progra.mo At present we invest less per 
person in education in the low-income areas than in the higher income 
areas. 11 This he feels, may tend to continue or perpetuate the dis-
parity unless greater investment in education of low-income areas is 
brought about .. 
15 
W. B. Back~ 
Forum~ Vol. 8, No., 
PP• 19 - 240 
Per1etuation of Low Farm. Income Area§, Farm. Policy 4s,Iowa State College Press~ Ames,, Iowas, Spring 51 1956) 
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According to Professor W. E. Hendrix we can alleviate the low-
income problem by taking fuller cognizance in administering the agri-
cultural agencies and program which are already available. He believes 
that two major changes must take place to raise the income of these 
people: (1) improvement in the type, size and method of farming., and 
(2) move many of the people to more renumerative non-farm employment. 
·, 
He recognizes the fact that many of the low-income farm people are too 
far along in age or their occupational handicaps are too great for them 
to make these adjustments. Therefore., improvement of the low-income 
areas must be associated with changes in marketing and farm product pro-
cessing facilities., tenure and credit which f~ce the residual agri-
cultural population. 
17 
Tow. Schultz emphasizes the need for factor market adjustment to 
bring about development. He believes that the failure of the price 
mechanism. to function properly in the factor markets and the factor 
markets themselves are a 11key 11 to the very uneven development and re-
sultant income disparity in the United States agricultureo He groups 
the factors into two categoriesg (a) labor and (b) capitalo 
For the labor market he suggests two remedies: (1) eliminate the 
existing barriers to migration and (2) reduce the necessity for migration. 
To eliminate the existing barriers to migration and thereby increase mo-
bility, he suggests the use of informational programs coupled with special 
adult training programs. Funds could then be provided, in the form of 
16wo E. Hendrix, l'!'!!, Problem of Low-Income Farms, in Bo Aly and E. 
A • Rogge, Ed. American Farm Policy Vol. 1 9 National University Extension 
Association Discussion and Debate Manuel No. 30» (Columbia, Missouri, 
1956), P• 211. 
17T. 'W.. Schultz, 1.wl Economic Organization Q.t. Agriculture 9 (McGraw= 
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York., 1953), PP• 283 - 320. 
· grants or loans, to families who are willing to move but lack the means 
to do soe To reduce the necessity for migration he suggests the re-
organization of farms in the low-income areas to raise their producing 
and earning capacity. An increase in demand for labor intensive crops 
as well as decentralization of industries would all'reduce the burden 
on the labor market. 
For the capital market, Professor Schultz believes that the problem 
is one of 11capital rationing" which can be improved through an increase 
in information relating to investment opportunities in agriculture and 
reduction of uncertainty to the purchaser of this factor within agri-
culture. These uncertainty constderations provide a case for forward 
prices by the Federal Government. This, he claims, could induce the low-
income farmers to enlarge their units and employ their resources more ef-
ficiently. 
18 
Professor Wo Ho Nicholls believes that industrial-urban develop= 
ment of rural area speeds readjustments towards higher productivity and 
incomes in agriculture becausei (1) it is easier to these under=employed 
far.m. people to change occupations than residence, (2) the drain on local 
capital is avoided, (3) industrialization brings capital which allows 
financial institutions to provide local agriculture with capital resources 
to increase farm size and efficiency, (4) improvement of the quality of 
human resources and stimulation of further economic development will re-
sult9 and (5) new markets which are more efficient and competitive are 
created for locally produced farm products and for the faetors of farm 
18 . , 
Wo He Nicholls 9 The SouthVs Low~Income Problem, Farm Policy Forum, 
Vole 8 9 No. 49 (Iowa State College Press~ Arnes 9 Iowa, Spring, 1956) 
PP• 13 = 19e 
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production. 1'With a greater concentration of population and rising per 
capita incomes, such developing communities ean supply much improved 
public services which raise nearby rural levels of living, improve the 
quality of agriculture 9s human resources, and stimulate further eco-
nomio development o 1e 
Implications For This Study 
This chapter has outlined the theoretical pattern of economic de-
velopment as it affects an aggregated economy of smaller economic entities 
(counties and states). The general pattern will be tested for relevance 
to a single economic units Choctaw Gountyi> which contains relatively 
little geographic aggregatione 
The analysis will consider all sectors of the economy. Determina-
tion of whether or not economic development has occurredi> will provide 
the foundation for an analysis of sector change and sector contribution 
to total economic development and welfare. 
Emphasis will be placed upon industrialization effects on local agri= 
culture, a comparison will be made of the theoretical effects, with those 
of the empirical findings. Consideration will also be given to inter-
actions between the service sector and agriculture9 
CHAPTER III 
DATA GE'.NERAT ION 
Introduction 
Since the problem statements in Chapter I were quite broad in soope, 
a set of specific objeotives 9 some in hypothetical form, will be set 
forth in this chapter to establish these objeotiveso The necessary data, 
their sources~ and the procedure of analysis will then be discussed in 
the light of these objeotiveso 
Specific Objectives 
To describe the gross economic characteristics of Choctaw County 
under the following hypothesesi 
that Choctaw is an area of relative under-development; 
that the county is still largely rural; 
that farm income is low; 
that recent development has occurred; 
that decreases in population have been the important 
component of this developmento 
To examine structural effects of recent out-migrationi• 
with respect to rural versus urban differences; 
with respect to age, sax,and coloro 
To test the hypotheses that as development occurred, the agri= 
cultural sector has experienced relative decline by examiningi 
proportion of the work force employed in agriculture; 
proportion of income received by agriculture; 
comparis.on of these two facets of decline o 
To investigate the impact of local development on agriculture by 
observing: 
trends in the scale of farming; 
trends in the type of farming; 
out-migration from rural areas and rural employment; 
actual change in farm factor markets; 
attitudes of farmers toward their markets for factorso 
To test the hypothesis that industrialization has taken place by 
enumerating trends in~ 
number of manufacturing firms; 
size of work force; 
income from manufacturingo 
To test the hypothesis that the service sector has increased as 
development of supporting industry took place by examining the countr 
income dependence on serviceso 
To test the hypothesis that, as general economic development oc-
curred, the count7ffs dependence on unearned transfer payments has de-
creased by observation of trends in: 
unearned transfer payments; 
unearned transfer recipientso 
To examine the structure of economic development over: 
time periods; 1950...54, 1954-58; 
sectors; agriculture, manufacturing, services 9 and unearned 
transfer; 
components; growth and employment changeso 
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Data and Data Source 
Seconda;rx datao Secondary data were obtained from state and Federal 
Government documents and their abstractso The United States Census re-
ports of Agriculture, Manufactures, Retail-Trade, Population, Wholesale-
Trade, and the Survey of Current Businesso Welfare data were obtained 
from the Oklahoma Department of Welfare Annual Reports. Data for years 
not covered by a United States Department of Commerce Census were ob-
tained from the Statistical Abstract of Oklahoma. 
The greatest single restriction of this study has been the lack of 
sufficient detailed information on the county level. 
Primary data. Three schedules taken of Choctaw County and personal 
interviews with FHA 9 SCSj and USDA representatives provide all of the 
primary data. 
Two schedules were taken in 1958, one consisted of a survey of the 
service and manufacturing sector of Hugo, which is the only service-
manufacturing center in Choctaw Countyo The method of personal inter-
viewing was used on the entire manufacturing sector of Choctaw Countyo 
This survey was taken to determine the change in this sector 0s makeup 
from 1954 to 19580 Data as to the number of firms 9 type of firm., the 
number of people employed and their residence 9 the seasonality of the 
work, the wage rates and production volume were gathered so as to deter= 
mine not only the number of people so employed but how fully employed.9 
and at what wage rates~ in order to determine the job opportunities 
available for rural people desiring off-farm work, the growth of in-
dustry in the county since 19509 the per capita income added by manu-
fa~turing and the possibility of still further expansion in this section. 
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The second schedule was of the rural sector of Choctaw Countye In 
order to determine changes in the rural farm and rural non-farm situation 
of Choctaw County since the 1955 study, a small sample was drawn from the 
group which made up the original sample. Care was taken to make this 
sample as representative as possible of the various income and occupational 
groups within the county. 
A copy of the original survey map was obtained and from the areas 
originally sampled~ a sub-sample was drawno The pattern of the original 
sampling which divided the county into six sectors, was followedo With 
the aid of county extension specialists, rural farm and rural non-farm 
households were selected as to their representation of the various occu-
pational and income groupso Five families were thus selected from each 
sector, providing a sample size of 30. 
Due to out-migration and changing of residence by many from the 
original sample, complete randomization of this smaller sample was :im-
possible to achieveo Therefore, it is understood that there may be some 
non-representative findings which could be misleading. Nevertheless, 
even under these restrictions~ this sample is assumed to be a fair ap= 
proximation of the'tlru.e population distribution. 
The third 9 and original survey from which primary data were drawn, 
was of the rural sector taken in 1955. Choctaw County was designated 
by the State Agricultural and Industrial Development Committee as a 
Pilot county under the Rural Development Program of the United States 
Department of Agriculture., The county group concerned with agriculture 
decided that a survey of the rural area was needed to provide infor-
mation that would aid in the development of better plans and procedures. 
The survey was designed by agricultural research extension personnel of 
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Oklahoma State University with assistance from county workers. Data :from 
this survey pertaining to economic development, agricultural production, 
employment opportunitiesi size of far.ms, and farm income will be taken 
and incorporated into the present study. 
~ classification. Primary data were classified to conform to the 
classification of secondary data in a manner consistent as feasible. The 
lack '.of county data forced aggregation of some sub-sectors into a residual 
figure in order to obtain some degree of consistency with the patter:ri·-6f 
development as outlined by theory. 
The business sector of Choctaw County was divided into two sub-
sectorsi 
Manufacturing Sector-Contains all firms which produce a , , . . 
finished or semi-finished product from raw materials (gloves, 
furniture, ato. )it •· . ..· ... '. · · '. : , , . 
Service Sector-...A residual which includes all fir.ms not .,. 
classified as manfacturing or mining. These are fir.ms ,. 
dealing in sale of a commodity or services to individuals 
(grocery store, gas stations, laundries, barber shops, etc.). 
This classification of the business sector provided data that is 
compatible throughout the study. The United States Census of Manu-
factures defines manufacturing as the mechanical or chemical trans-
formation of inorganic or organic substances into new products. The 
assembly of component parts of products is also considered to be manu-
facturing if the resulting products is neither a structure nor other 
fixed improvement., . Thus, the reorganization o:f' sectors should w:,t,_:· ~·::--
materially reduce the reliability of the figures so obtainedo 
The rural sector was divided into two sub-sectors, (sub-sectors 
pertain to income levels, incomes less than $2,500 per year and incomes 
greater than $2,500 per year): 
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Rural Farm-=Included all rural residents whose farm income was 
greater than $2~500 per year. 
Rural Non-Farm--Includes all rural residents whose farm income 
is less than $250 per yearo 
The Choctaw County population was divided into the three tradition-
al classesi 
Pre-Labor Force--All children under the age of 15 or still 
attending schoolo 
·Labor Force--Includes all males arid working females, 15 to 
65 years of age. 
Post-Labor For@e--Includes all aged and disabled people and 
the aggregate of the welfare groupo 
CHAPTER IV 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
Gross Comparative Economic Development 1940-1958 
The comparative levels and the changes over time of real .· 
personal income per capita provide a simple though gross introduction 
to the analysis of recent economic trends in Choctaw Countyo Table I 
shows some of these gross measures of economic welfare and development 
in the county as compared to the state and nation. 
It may be seen that there has been considerable economic develop-
ment in both the county and the state with per capita incomes increased 
by 95o9 iperc;ent in the county and 102.5 percent in the state during the 
18 years until 19580 This represents an average yearly' rate of increase 
' 
of 5.7 percent for the state and 5o3 percent for the county. 
The rate of increasei then 9 was only slightly greater for the state 
than for the countyo However 9 Choctaw started out with an income per 
©apita of only 54.2 percent of the state in 1940 and in 18 years this 
index has fallen to 52.4 percent. Economic development in Choctaw 
County~ although great 9 has not been sufficient even to maintain its 
relatively low position in relation to the stateo Figure I illustrates 
the disparity between county and state income per eapita 9 which has in= 
creased in the period 1940==58 by $321 constant dollars. 
When compared with the United Statesp it can be seen that the level 
of welfare in Choctaw is seriously lower 9 less than 40 percent of the 
TABLE I 
Economic Welfare and Development in Choctaw County 
Compared with Oklahoma and the United States;~ 1940.,F58 
Item 




U, S2 and Oklahoma Absolute 
Disparity (&/cap,} 
State and Co'titv A~jolute 
Disparity ~leap!_ 










































Source g United States Department of Commerce 9 Personal Income !?.Y 
States Sin~e ~l) Supplement to the Survey of Current 
Businessp Washington Do C.p 1956)0 
Statistical Abstract of Oklahoma 9 1956==1959P (Bureau of 
Business Research» University of Oklahomal) Normanl) Oklahomap 
1956==1959) • 
~ Choctaw Suryeyo 
a 
Personal income in constant dollars divided by t otal population. 
b 
Change in income per capita divided by the time span multiplied by 
the base income per capit ao 
0 uo S. C©~sumer Price Index9 1947==49 ~ l OOl) all i tems o 
d 1957 Figure f or the United St ateso In August l> 1958 9 deflated 
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United States figure in 1958Q The welfare index of the state compared 
to the nation was 63o9 percent in 1940, but in 1958 relative state wel-
fare had increased t~ 76o2 percent of the nationo Nevertheless, the ab= 
solute disparity had increased slightly frmn $358 to $400 in the same, 
period as measured by constant 1947-=49 dollarso In summary,\) the state 
was barely holding its own with the nationj while Choctaw County was re= 
trogressing in relative termso If any significant economic development 
had taken plaee 9 it was not yet showing itself in a relative sense al-
though on absolute ·term~ · the ic:ownty had shown improvement o 
The welfare index9 ineome per capita,\) has two components, income 
and population .. Trends in these components must be examined in an analy-
sis of ecipnomie development. 
Population trendso During the de©ade 1940==19509 36e6 percent of 
the population had out=migrated in Choctaw against 1608 per©ent in the 
l 
stateo In the following eight years,\) state population increased by 0.5 
. 2 
percent whereas Choctaw population decreased another 18o2 percento 
Figure II illustrates the comparative population trends in absolute 
:numbers. 
It can be rea~ily seen that the state population trend has shown re= 
lative increases since 19509 although not as much as the expected natural 
increase. The county on the other handl) had a declining population until 
1954 but one that increased sharply during the following four years. 
1 
James D. !al"'l!er9 Eopulation Change and Migration in Oklah~ 1940= 
=1950 9 Bulletin No. B~85 9 Oklahoma State University,\) 19570 
2population changes for 1950~1958 were obtained in the same manner 
as J. D. Taner aic:complished the 1940""=1950 estimates.· Appendix Table I 
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Table II contains the population figures used in constructing Figure 




Relative Population Change in Choctaw County Compared 
with Oklahoma 1940==1968 
1940 1950 1954 1958 
=· 
County 
Relative Changea (%) 
State 
County 
Souroeg United States Department of Commerce 9 Bureau of the Census 9 
Characteristigs of~ Population 1939--l949v (Washingtoin 
D., C. 9 1939-1949)0 
Statistical Abstract 2t Oklahoma 9 1956-=19599 Bureau of 
Business Research 9 University of Oklahiom.a. 9 Norman 9 Oklahoma9 
1956=-1959)0 
1958 Choctaw County Surveyo 
a AP 
Relative population change ~ 9 population change di= 
vided by the population after the changeo 
Later in this chapter 9 these trends in population will be further 
analyzed to illustrate the urban=rural components of these changeso 
Income trendso Changes in total real income provide a measure of'"" 
economic growtho Care must be taken in the tU:11e of this gross measure 9 
for it does not consider the income sour©e and therefore may lead to 
erroneous conclusionse Later in this chapter 9 income will be analyzed 
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Income~ to be comparable in a welfare sense over time 9 must be re= 
duced to dollars of constant purchasing powere Personal income in Table 
III, has been deflated by the Uo So Consumer Price Index to constant 1947= 
=1949 dollarse It is necessarily assumed that the commodity composition 
of this index will adequately reflect the freely changing structure of 
lo!Clal consumer wants to that inter-temporal comparisons may be made., 
Inter=regional comparisons will be less valid due to differences in local 
purchasing powero However~ the comparison of changes in real income as 
defined do provide a reasonable comparison of economic growth for Choctaw 
and the stateo Some underestimation of the pur~hasing value of county 
in~ome must be allowed for in the analysiso 
TABLE. III 
Economi© Growth in Cho~taw County Compared , 
With Oklahoma 9 1940=1958 
Item 1940 1950 1954 
Personal Incomea 
(constant dollars) ($1,,000) ($1J)OOO) ($1,,000) 
State 1A82/368 2,,.38.3,986 2l)77.3,,308 
County 9,,7.38 9,601 lOJ)671 
Yearly Relativeb 
Economic Growth (%) 
State 6.0'1 4ol0 
County -Ool4 2.77 
United States Consumer 
Price Indax0 58.7 106.2 117.7 
SourlCle g Ibid., 9 Table I 
a 
Total personal income in constant 1947==49 dollarso 
b Change in personal income divided by the time spano 









From Table III» it can be seen that both the state and county have 
experien©ed economic growthi 10801 percent for the state and 26o3 per= 
cent for the countyo This was better than doubling of real personal in-
come for the state in 18 years or a rate of 5.7 percent growth per year, 
The county did not fare as well 9 personal income had been at a relative-
ly low level to begin with 9 and some retrogression in the 1940==1950 
decadeo After 1950, economic growth continued at a low lo5 percent per 
year. 
There has been a significant change in the 1950==1958 periodo The 
state has had an increasing in real personal income trend» which has 
been increasing at a de®reasing rate 9 over the entire study periodo The 
county9 on the other hand 9 experienced a decreasing income trend in the 
first decade of the study 9 but since 19509 the growth trend is increasing 
at an increasing rate. Of course!' it must be remembered that the level 
of income upon whi©h this growth is ©@©urring still is far below the 
average level within the state. 
This is the last four years of study the county had experien©ed real 
e©onomic progress with real income rising faster than the increases in 
population. The progress 9 however~ has not yet been suffi©ient to over= 
come the disparity with the state nor 9 even 9 to close the gapo 
Qomponents of economic g&.velopment. In the preceding three sections, 
.real in!Clome p~r !Clap;ita.9 populat:1.ibn and :r.-eal in©o:ma trends werie,~dis<Gussed 
in relation to time a This section analyses relative economic development 
(rate of change in income per !Clapita over time) into its components~ eco-
nomic growth 1 and population changes for the three periods of this studyo 
The ©ounty data will be compared with those for the stateo Since the 
rate of e©onomi© development is defined as the relative ©hange in real 
TABLE IV 
Component Contribution to Economic Development in Choctaw 
Compared with Oklahoma 1940--195s8' 
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· Rates of Chanije · .. 
Component 1940~1950 1 50--195~ 1924--1958 
State Countz State Countz State 




Development 6So00 36.66 11.07 '37e65 8.52 4ol7 
Economicc 
Growth 60e76 =lo40 16~41' 11.27 11.30 13.25 
Populatian 
Change. 4 .. 52 38096 =4o60 23.69 -2.48 -7.92 
Interaction 2 .. 72 =0o80 ~0.75 2.64 =0o29 -1 .. 16 
8To determine economic develropment and component contributi.on. 9 the 
equality ~ = ~ _ ~ _ ( ~ " ~) was 
W y P+AP Y P~P 
usedg 
Where ~ ::; relative de:velopment; w 
~y : relative growth, 
tl p 
- population change, 
P+-.OP -
J).Y AP · . ., 
( T O P+-.A p) = interaction or growth arid piopw.ati\Ono 
b .tlW Economic development -v- figures from Table I 
'°Economic growth AI riguNs from Table III ~y 
<ipopulation change AP figures from Table II -P+A p 
The economic development which occurred in the first decade observed 
was due primarily to loss of population in the county bu.t for the state 9 
relative economic growth was the main contributor., In tact» Cho!Cltaw 0~ 
economy retrogressed slightly with respect to real income and there would 
have been deterioration in economic welfare had population not decreased 
by '39 percent. 
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income per person~ this rate may be algebraically broken down into the 
contributions of relative change in persons and in real income (eco= 
nomfo growth) a Table IV summarizes the results with footnotes ex= 
plaining the derivation of componentso3 
In the 1950==1954 period~ the state 0s economic development was 
solely due to growth whereas, 62 percent of the county 0s development 
came about as a result of a continued population loss. 
The state in the 18 years of this study has shown development 
and growth trends whi©h are increasing at a decreasing ratea The county, 
from 1940~1954 had depended upon population loss for most of its eco= 
nomi© developmente Fi~ illustrating the 1954==1958 trends» indicate 
that a significant ©hange has occurredo Economic development was due 
to relative growth while population change 9 being positive for the first 
time in 14 yearsi, actually iuretarded 11 economic developmento This ©On= 
dition is often referred to as economic progress 9 that is 9 the rate of 
real growth out=weighing the rate of increase in populationo 
Characteristics of the Population 
ln the preceding section population was analyzed in terms of general 
trendse The purpose of this section is to describe the composition of 
the population and the sector contribution to out=migrationo 
Thie analysis was taken from a. manuscript: Eo J. Ro Booth, 
~qpnomi; Chanit, in Ea.ste..n Qklahomas in preparation for Vanderbilt 
University PhoD Thesis~ l9S9o 
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Population distributiono Population composition by sector over 
time will be analyzed in the following section. Table V contains the 
proportional distribution of Choctaw 0s population compared with that of 
the state. 
TABLE V 
Population Distribution by Sector, Choctaw County 
Compared with Oklahoma 1940~1958a 
. 1240 12~0 12~a 
Sectorb State County State County State County 
% % % % % % 
Urbaint . ,. 37.6 20.,9 5lo0 29o'J C 39o2 
Rural non=farm 22/7 22.0 24o2 26o0 C 2308 
Rural f'am 39.7 57.ol 24.s 44,.7 C 37.0 
Sourcie& Appendix Table II and III 
aSector population as a proportion of total populationo 
hsector designation is that used by Uo So Bureau of Censuso 
0nata unavailableo 
An important characteristic of county population is the high pro= 
portion of rural farm to urban residentso 'Where in 1940, the state had 
approximately an equal proportion of its population in rural farm and 
urban sectors; the county had a 2o5 to 1 relationship. 
In 1958 the county had reached a population distribution similar to 
that which the state had 18 years previouslye There are no figures avail= 
able for the state but from the 1940--1950 trend and increased industria-
lization throughout the state~ it would be expected that urban population 
approaches 60 percent of the total and rural farm population 20 percent. 
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From this analysis it can be seen that the prosperity i0f the county 
must have been signifi©antly affe©ted by the pro~perity in the ~®lative= 
ly large but de©reasing ru.ral fa:rm sectoro 
Qiut=migration and se©to~ ~ntributi~no The preceding section ana= 
lyzed the county us poplla·tion trend in gelflieiral terms o Table VI provides 
detailed information as to.population trend by se©tor contributiono 
TABLE VI 
Distribution of Choctaw County Population by Sector (1940==1958) 
a Change Change 
Sect©r 1940 1940==50 1950 1950==58 1958 
County 289358 =79952 209406 =2!)484 179922 
Urban 59909 175 69084 929 79013 
Rural Non-Fam 69240 -19032 5v208 =928 49280 
b 
Rural Fam 169209 ='7,>096 9)1113 =29483 69630 
Source 2 United States Department of Commerce 9 Bureau of Census 9 
Characteristic~ of the Population 1239==19429 (Washington,> 
Do Co 9 1939==1949) 
1958 Ruiral Survey 
· 8Sector designation is that used by the Uo So Census of Populationo 
b As of the 1950 Census of Agriculturej pla©(ffiSof three ©r mor~ acres 
were counted as farms if the annual value of agricultural pro= 
du©ts 9 exclusive of home=garden produ©ts 9 amounted to $150 or moreo 
Places of' less than three aiares were ©011mted as farms only if the 
annual value of sales of agri©ultural products amounted to $150 or 
mo:reo For the 1945 and earlie:ir ©ensue:es of' agri©ultur(el 9 the def'i= 
nition of a fa:tm was somewhat more inclusiv~o Farms 9 for ©ensus 
purposes 9 included places of' three or more a.crers on whi©h there 
were agricultural operations 9 and place a of l.iei ss ·than three a©re s 
with agrfoultural prodw~ts for home use or for.sal~ with a value 
of $250 or mo~. For pla©es of three or more acres 9 no miimim'illlm 
quantity of agricultural production was ~quired for pu.rposeSJ ©f 
enumerationo The cha:ng® in the definition ©fa fam has but a 
min©r effe©t on the t©tal 9 for the pla©es affe©ted by this chang~ 
ordinarily a©©ount for less than one per©ent of total for a 
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Cho©taw County population in 1940 ~as the largest of the study periodo 
'With the.1940.f':igur(el as the basep the expected natural increase by 1950 
would have increased the p@pulation to 32s,187e The actual enumerated popu-
lation fo:w 1950 was 20s,405 persons 9 or a net out=migration of -.36.6 per= 
4 cient.. The magnitude of this dceicrease can be more readily understood by 
referring t©J Figure IIIo 
As seen in Table VI9 the absolute population decrease was a =28o0 
percent. In this decrease.I) the rural=fall:m. sector played a significant 
parte There was a decrease of 79 096 persons 9 or 9 43.S percent of the 
rural fa:rm populatione The change in definition of rural-fa:rm popu= 
lati©n de@reased.by 1 9 032 persons 9 or~ 7606 percent 9 while the urban sector 
gained 75 personso 
Some part of the rural=farm. population must have entered the other 
two sectors 9 and members of these sectors may have ex@hanged positions 
or migrated out of the @ountyo Due to the magnitude @f' the decrease in 
III illustrates these trendso 
In the eight years, 1950~19589 Cho@taw County again experienced 
out9lligration. With 1950 as the hew base 9 the expected natural increase 
would have in@:reased the population t© 2ls,746. The a@tual enumerated 
population was 179 922 9 a net decrease of 18.2 percentg somewhat less on 
a yearly basis, than during the preceding decadeo 
Once again rural=fa:rm population decreased 9 this time by 2p471 per= 
ison~ 9 or» 27,2 per©ent of the rural=farm population. During the same 
period 9 rural non=fam population de©reased by 928 persons 9 or 17.9 per= 
cent and the urban se©tor gained 929 persons. 
4Appendix Table I shows the method of computation of net out-migration.o 
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It is ©On©eivable that the tot,al of !ClOWlty net loss of population 
of 2~484 persons ©ould have eome solely from the urban group and trans= 
fers of people between sectors (including a consideration of changes in 
©ensus definition) a©©ounted for the net increase on the urban sector. 
Nevertheless$ considering the higher ~ates of natural in©rease in the 
rural=farm se©tor$ it seems reasonable to infer that this sector ©on= 
tributed a major portion of the oountyus out=migration. At all events$ 
only the rural=farm se©tor experien~ed a net loss at all equivalent 
numeri©ally with the total net loss in the countyo 
Migratiqn ,kl~ ~ii ~.ll §:.nd coloro Jameei Do Tarver' demon= 
strated that migrati©n was selective as to age and sex in Okl~homa 
during the 1940==1950 decade. Table VII has been constructed from Appen= 
dix Figures IV and V to illustrate the pop'illlation distribution by age 
and sex in 1940 and 1950.., Appendix Table III provides data as to the 
pr©portion of non=white population.., 
The only available figures of population distribution by age and 
sex are for 1940 and 1950. Even under this restriction$ an understanding 
of the effeats of migration on the potential work force ©an be obtained.., 
It has previously been mentioned that the 1940 population was the 
greatest of the study period. In 1940 the produative age group$ 15 to 
64 years of age$ made up 60 per©ent of Cho©taw 0s populationj 30013 per= 
cent was male and29e85 percent was femaleo The median age was 23e5 
yeal"'ials 
The @xpe~ted nuniber to be in the productive group for 1950 was 
5James Do Tarver 9 Population Change and Migration in Oklahoma 194.0= 
~1950s (Bulletin Noe B=485 9 Oklahoma State University 9 1957)0 
TABLE VU 
DISTRJIJSUTION or CHOCTAW COUNTY POPUJLATION BY AGE ~ROUP ANJQl SEX» 1940=1950 
Year~ 1940 19S,0 (~xp,~~tee:0 a 1950 (~num@~at@d} 
Mal~ P~rc~nt F®mal~ PerG:~nt Male JF~mal~ Mal~ Feirc~nt W@mall§l P~:r~ent 
65 and ov~r 944 (3.33) 744 (2.60) ls002b 837 l» 166 (5.70) 1»087 (5.69) 
15=64 8»543 (30.13 8A64 (29.85) 10 »840 10,,869 5,95.36 (27 .55) 5,,919 (28.95) 
55=64 1,,002 (3.53) 837 (2.95) 2»030 lp967 939 (4.59) 944 (4.62) 
40•54 2p030 >'7 -6) \" o lo 13967 (6.94) 2,,855 2,,974 15>621 (7.92) 1,,655 (8.09) 
. 25=39 2.,855 00.07) 2"974 (10.49) 2,,656 2.,686 1,,593 (7.79) l,;836 (8.98) 
15:.24 2fr656 (9.37) 2»686 (9 .47) 32299 3,,242 12483 (7.25) 1»484 rr .25) 
5=14 3)1299 (11.6.3) 3,,242 (U.43) 1J)586 1;536 2,270 (11.10) 2.9045 (10.00) 
Usil@t'lr 5 C 1.,586 (5.59) l,95.36 (5 )'i,2) (I;; C 13169 (5 0 71) 1.,,163 (5.67) 
Sourc~~ Unit~d Stat@~ ~epartment of C@rom®:r~®J Bur@~u of C~n~u~.,, Cha:ira~teristic~ ~ ~ P@pulation 
1939~.!2!2,,, (Wa&>lhingt@n.,, D. C. 3 1939=1949). 
aTh~~® figis1r~$ w~r@ (Qlbt.ai!Th®@ by priQ,j(&.l!:;ting 1940 p@pulation diiH:ributi@n forward by 10 y~ar int®rvals. 
brhis figur~ plu~ som~ r@~idiiMiil @f p~r~on~ @v~r 75 y@ar3. 




109840 males and 10,869 females. The enumerated population was 5ffe636 
males and 5~919 femalesp a net loss of 5pli42 persons over the 1940 
distribution and 9p971 from the expected level 19500 In 1950 the pro= 
ductive age group 9 15 to 64 years of age 9 made up 56e60 percent of 
Ghoctawus populationo There was also a slightly larger proportion 
of the population in the~65 and ove~'age group and slightly smaller 
proportion below 15 years of age. Non-white population which was 22 0 1 
percent of the total in 19409 decreased to 22o0 percente Median age 
rose sharply 27.7 yearse 
During the 1940-=1950 decade 9 67 percent of the out=migration was 
from productive ages with a J.,O percent greater proportion of males to 
females making the exoduso The non-white population is as active in 
migration as the white population~ 
Although figures are not available for 19589 it would be expected 
that the general pattern remains the same~ 
The out=migration, which has occurred in Choctaw County9 was a©= 
complished at the expense of decreasing the proportion of persons in 
the produic;t,ive age groups of the remaining population.. A more signifi= 
cant factor is the change in the proportional make=up of the countye 
Where 9 in 19409 the countyus population was pred~®inantly rural fa:rm 9 
in 1958 'the rural farm and urban sectors are roughly the same pr~= 
portion of the totale 
The great out-migration of rural farm residents results from a 
relatively declining agricultural seetoro In the following section9 
this decline will be analyzed as to source and probable cause and ef= 
:f'eic:t. 
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The Agricultural Sector 
Relative change. In the preceding section9 it was shown that the 
rural-farm sector lost a large proportion of its population, much larger 
in absolute number and its proportion to the total than for the other 
sectors. A declining agricultural population and number employed in this 
sector indicate that agriculture in Choctaw County is declining. This 
is a condition of economic progress as outlined.by Colin Clark.6 The 
nmnber engaged in agriculture must first decline relative to manufactu= 
ring9 which in turn will decline relative to services. Table VIII shows 
the declining employment level of Choctaw County agriculture in relation 
to the other sector employment 9 1940--1958. 
From Table VI 9 it can be seen that the rural-farm population de= 
creased by 59.6 percent in the study period 9 1940==1958. During this, 
same period the number eJ!l.ployed in.agriculture declined by 48o4 percent 
(see Table VIII). Where in 1940.!l agricultural employment made up 59.1 
percent of the total employed 9 in 19589 the proportion decreased to 4lo5 
percente The decline is continuing at an increasing rate as indicated 
by the following dataz In the' 1940-=1950 decade.!) employment decreased 
23e9 percent or 2e39 percent per year; for the period 1950--19549 em= 
ployment decreased an additional 12.9 percent 9 or 3.22 percent per year, 
and in the 1954==1958 period 9 employment again decreased 9 this time by 
22.4 percent or 5o60 percent per year. 
This analysis has shown that Choctaw County agriculture is de= 
clining9 in fact 9 at an increasing rateo The_ farm work force is 
6 .· 
Colin Clark 9 Th~ CoJditions 2l Economic Progress.!) (Macl4illan and 
Coe 9 Ltdo$ New York, 1957, Po 492. 
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declining at a slower rate than its populationo The following section 
analyses this decline to determine the components of the change and its 
possible causes. 
TABIE VIII 
Employment by Industry for Choctaw County 1940--1958 
Year 1940 1950 1954 1958 
Total Labor Force 
0 
8.11804 5.1)877 d d 
Total Employed 6963.3 5,719 5/358 4,858 
Agriculture 3,922 2,986 2,601 2o019a 
Mining· 16 14 31 24 
Manufacture 124 139 87 303· ·. 
Service 2.,571 2.,570 2.,4.36b 2,11512b· 
Personal Services 744 789 84.3 877 
Sourcei United States Department of' Commerce., Bureau of the Census, 
Characteristics of~ Population,11 1939--1949, (Washington, 
D. C., 1939--1949). 
United States Department of Commerce, United States Census; 
gt Af.iculture., 1939--195i,.., (Washington.j) D. c., 1939-
1954 • 
United States Department of' Commerce, United States Census 
st Manufactures, 1939-195i,., (Washington, D. C., 1934-
1954) e 
~ Choctaw Survey 
~his figure is the average number of workers per farm in 1954 times 
the estimated number of farms in 1958. 
bAverage number of workers per firm in 1950 times the number of firms 
in 1954 and 1958. 
~Civilian labor force. 
d 
data unavailable. 
Components 92!: the decline. Factors which contribute to a given level 
of employment in agrioul ture are: Farm numbers and size, percent of 
TABLE IX 
COMPARATIVE A<GlRICULTUM.L TRENDS FOR CHOCTAW COUNTY» 
1930°1958 
Subject and Unit 1930b 1940 1950 1954 
~ 
(Percent)· 
Nv.imllber of Fa:rms .3, 159 .. 3.7 -42.6 .. 31.1 
Average Size of Farms IC 84 .4 A. 18. 7 45.0 31.9 
Percent of Tenancy 73.1 63.8 28.1 16.2 
Ac:res in CrlQlps C: 144;;914 =35.0 4.3 "')3.1 
C<DJrn» C@tton» and 
Peann.xts #!'.IS ll?erc:eimt 
of Total C:tlQlp Acres 13.0 65.0 34.0 16.0 
Ac:tes of Pasture IC 100;;738 97.8 16.0 22.9 
Number of Tractors C: 18 205.6 730.9 51.2 
Number of Horses 
and Mulesc 9;,929 =18 .4 .. 32.3 =50.0 
Number ©lit Cattle IC 12.,11802 65.6 14.2 45.7 
Number lQlf Hogs 
I(;; 
16.,,911 =30.2 2.2 =59 • .3 
Source: JF igures are. dl~rived ~t<Pm),,:(\ppertd 1x<:Td1ii'l~, VI. 
8:Diata unavailable. 













cPercen,t:,9ge, figures show the relatio1!1lship of a specific year to that 
of the preceding year calc\1Jllated. (OH + 00 designates an ill1!.crease cver 
the preceding date a1!1lidl 00 = 01 designates a icllecrease over the preic.eding 
date). 
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tenancy» and type of production. Table IX has been constructed to show 
the proportional change in these factors which will be related to de-
clining employment. 
Choctaw agriculture had been traditionally a system of many small 
land holdings, with a majority of the farmers of the tenant elass 9 
specialiiing in row crop production. The nature of such an agricultural 
system requires a large a~ioultural population. Tenants on small 
acreages usually had few resources with which to work, other than family 
labor supply and therefore, families were largeo 
From the trends illustrated in Table IX, it can readily be seen that 
average farm size increased 9 while farm nmnbers have decreased, tenancy 
and row crop production have decreasedo In the 18 years~ 1940~1958, 
farm nmnbers decreased by 58o2 percent 9 average size of farm increased 
by 62o4 percent and farm tenancy decreased by 92.5 percento While totaJ. 
crop production decreased by 40.4 percent, row crop production decreased 
by 70.5 percento 
Agricultural production changed from the labor intensive row crop 
production~ to the more land intensive ~attle production; cattle nmnbers 
increased 43.9 per©ent in this 18 year peri©do Livesto~k dependent on 
row crops for feed (hogs) declined 6609 percent over the same period; 
while hay increased 69o5 percent and pasture 44.0 percent (in support of 
cattle production)o 
Another indicator of production change is'farm expenditureso Ap= 
pendix Table VIII contains data on specified farm expenditure and farm 
power source for Choctaw, 1940--19540 
Unfortunately~ there is no formula by which increases in mechanical 
power can be compared with decreases in animal power to determine 
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whether there has been an increase or decrease in power use. However~ 
gas and oil expenditures decreased by 22~1 percent in 1954 over the 1950 
figure; ma©hine hire de@reased 20o0 percent and labor expenditures de= 
©reased 22~3 percent in the same four year period. Fertilizer expendi= 
tu.res in 1954 were approximately the same as in 1940 while expenditures 
for livestock feed increased by 35 percento7 There changes are all in-
dicative of greater livestock production. 
A comparison of data from the 1955 and 1958 Choctaw County Rural 
Surveys (Table X) further illustrates these agricultural production 
shifts~ During this three year periodJ average size of farm in the 
sample area increased 8e8 percentJ or an average of 2o9 percent per yearo 
The 1958 figures show a 22044 percent decrease in the proportion of crop 
farms to total farm.so Livestock farms showed a minor increase in pro-
portion/) livesto0k-crop farms had a 2le25 percent proportional increase, 
These figures lead to the conclusion that even the remaining crop farmers 
are diversifying to include livestocko 
This change would allow the crop farmer to be more fully employed 
throughout the year and thus increase their incomeo It has been pre= 
viously stated that the change in cropping has been to the non-row crop 
variety/) (grass=land farming)/) which would tend to reduce labor require= 
ments and therefore provide some further surplus labor potential on the 
farms of the county. Referring once again to Table I» it can be seen 
that although the percentage of farmers desiring off-farm employment has 
7The 1958 Choctaw Survey was able to determine the character of the 
increased livestock feed expenditures~ Local feed dealers stated that 
sales of protein supplement and calf starters are the only feeds which 
have shown any in©rease in the past 14 years~ while hog and poultry feed 
sales have de©lined& 
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decreased since 1955 (a statistically significant decrease) 9 there still 
remains a large proportion of farmers desiring additional employmento 
These changes have evolved into an agricultural system of larger 
holdingss a smaller percent of'.tenaney9 and a much smaller agricultural 
work force. The causes of the change are many, but probably the most im-
portant are z The wearing out of a once productive soil by constant and 
improper row cropping 9 periodic droughts in the area 9 boll weevil in-
festationsp and the advent of acreage allotments on the important row 
crops (cotton and peanuts)o Crop farming 9 which was already at a level 
close to subsistence 9 just could not withstand these events and had to 
eventually decline in favor of the present production systemo 
The following analysis of farm markets and farm product processing 
firms is corollary to the changes in production. 
~ markets and farm product £recessing firms9 The development of 
agricultural markets and their effects on economic developments are im= 
portant in approaclli:ng the low income problem. Wo H. Nicholls believes 
that the efficien~y, adequaey9 and competitiveness of marketing services 
available to a community are probably related to its stage of economic 
8 
developmento He believes that a change in marketing services either 
accompany or lead production changes in agriculture. 
As part of the rural survey 9 each farmer was asked questions per-
taining to the markets for farm products which he faced. The sample 9 al-
though smaJJ. 9 yielded information consistent with the above mentioned 
theory of economic development as related to marketsQ 
8 
William Ho Nichollst unpublished report of the Subcommittee .Q.ll Low 
Income Rural Areas 9 S., So R. C., Committee on Agricultural Economicso 
TABLE X 





Proportion ~f Rural Non=Farm 
R®~idents© 
Proportion of Livestock Farmers 
Proportion of Crop Farmers 
Proportion of Livestock-Crop 
Fatmers 
Proportion of Livestock• 
Product Farmers 
Change in Average Farm Size 
d Income (< $2 1 500/year income) 
Rural Residents 
Rural Farm (,mo off ... farm_income) 
Rural Farm (with off-farm income) 
IDµployment 
Proportion of Farmers Interested 
in Off-farm Employment 














Interested in Further Employment 38.00 percent 
Proportion of Farmers Employed 







b 12.50 percent 









TABLE x Cont v d 
Source i 1955 Choctaw County Rural Survey 
1958 Choctaw County Rural Survey 
a 
The statistical test of signiffoan@.!e, "t11-test 9 has proven the 
change to be a significantly positive increase at the 95 per-
cent level of confidenceo 
b The Chi-Square Test was applied, the computations show a sig-
nificant change at the 95 percent level of confidence. 
C 
Not tested due to different sampling procedure that ensured a 
high proportion of farmers selling "250 or more of farm sales. 
d 
e 
Income figures are gross returns to recipient, for farm income; 
receipts from product sales was used; for non-farm employment; 
gross earned income was usedo 
Not comparable due to footnote "c10 • 
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As shown in Table XI, farmers s.ell;ing cattle were completely 
satisfied with the local markets, there were no criticisms as to 
adequacy of competition of services. The farmers selling livestock pro= 
ducts were fairly satisfied with markets; criticisms of livestock pr~-
duct markets made up only 29.2 percent of market criticism and these 
were for the lack of outlets for small quantities of surplus. 11B88 milk 
not used by the farm family. Crop farmers showed the greatestdis-
satisfaction with the markets they faced. They were dissatisfied with 
competition in the markets, prices received~ and the lack of a market 
for small quantities of truck crops which were surpluses from their 
farm gardens o 
Some of the laclt of competition in the markets for farm crops came 
about as a result of a decrease in the number of firms processing these 
products. Appendix Table X shows tpe change in Choctaw industry by in-,,. 
dustrial groupo One o:f' the firms which went out of business was a pea.-
nut prooessing firm. Although cotton gins were not listed in any of th3 
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TABLE XI 
FARM FROlDlUCT MARKET INFORMATION FOR CHOCTAW COUNTY, 1958 
·- Type of Product Sold 
Livestock 
Total Cattle Product · Crop 
A. Method of Transport 
(1) Self 65 .oo,., 53.85'" 7 .69"/P 38. 96''1 
26 14 2 10 
(2) CIOlntract 22.50'° 66.67, .. 22.22,0 11.11"' 
9 6 2 1 
(3) Dealer Pick=up 12.50~ 20.oot, 20.oo~ 60. 00 "" 
~ 
--2.., _.L _L ......1... 
Grand Total 40 21 5 14 
55.26~ 7 .90,, 36.84~ 
B. Number of Outlets 18 .18"1"' .36.36'° 45.462% 
11 2 4 5 
c. Choice of Outlets 
( 1) Price 72 .41"9 6.90,. 20.69?0 
29 21 2 6 
(2) Sen ice 0 
0) Location 67.74°1° 6.45~ 25 .8l?D 
Otherb 
31 21 2 8 
(4) 20.00,0 80.00~ 
5 l 4 
I!). Number of Criticisms of 
Available Markets 
(1) Lack of Competition 20 .0070 80.00~ 
5 l 4 
(2) Distal!i\ce 0 
(3) Price 3:3.33~ 66.61?0 
3 1 2 
(4) Need a 08B 00 milk and 
egg market 28 .50,, 71.50~ 
7 2 5 
(5) Market for small amounts 
of truck crops 100.oo~ 
9 9 
TOTAL 24 '12.0'?0 88.0 '° 
4 20 
Source: 125.,8 Choctaw Suney. 
8Grand total differs from total farmers surveyed (26) due to sale of 
products under more than one category. 
bAU choices listed as 00other 01 were due to lack of other outlets for 
products sold. 
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industrial groupsr their numbers are significant in analyzing changes in 
agricultural production., Prior to 1950)) there were six cotton gins in 
Choctaw County~ the 1958 survey found only one still in operatione 
Apparently 9 from the above analysisw the markets for livestock and 
livestock products have become more favorable than those for farm cropso 
The exodus of firms processing these farm crops has made the market even 
less favorable., A market situation of this sort correlates with the 
present trend away from crop production to increased livestock farming 
where markets have generally become adequate to handle the new product 
but inadequate for the olde 
Agricultural income o A declining agricultural work-force in re-
lation to a developing economy~ would theoretically indicate an increase 
at least in per-worker income to the residual work force in agricultureo 
Table XII contains a comparison of agricultural and total county income 
1940-=l 958. 
For the decade 9 1940--19509 total county income from all sources re= 
mained rather constant but agricultural income declined 5406 percents 
Where in 1940 agriculture 0s contribution to total income was 25o2 per= 
cent 9 in 1950 it had decreased to llo9 percent of the total. The 1954 
income showed a decline of 34e4 percent to only a 608 percent contri= 
bution to total county income. Only the 1958 figuresindicate any change 
in the downward trend in agricultural income, an increase of 602 per-
cent over the 1954 figure but agricultureVs contribution to total county 
income declined to 603 percent. 
Income per firm provides another measure of economic welfare and 
therefore is a significant indicator of what effect the decline has had 
on the residual operating units left in agricultureo As indicated in 
Appendix Table XII 9 not only total agricultural income 9 but also income 
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TABLE XII 
A. TOIAL AND SEC'l'OR REAL INCOME FOR CHOCTAW COUNTY, 1940=1958a 
Sector 1940 1950 1954 1.958 
Agriculture C $2,453,000 $1,, 114,,000 $ 731,000 $ 776,000 
Value added by 
manufac tur fog 551,000 395,000 393,000 744,000 
Services 6.,220,000 6,421,000 7,890,j>OOO 8,,927,000 
Unearnede 
Income 514,000 1,,671,,000 1,657,000 1,854 ,,ooo 
total ~9s1~8 11 000 i9i6012000 · ~10 1€1:lsOOO · !12 !·JOl: 1000 · · ·· ' · 


















4,716 3,847 4.,041 
10.411 · · s· .;971 ·· · ., · ·· 
c. INCOME PER WORKER FOR CHOCTAW COUNTY, 1940 .. 1958b 
'. ,,..,.. ... , ,,, ··' ,, .. ,. , ,• ,., .• , ~· ,•' / ,., ,< 
Sector 1940. 1950 1954 . .... 195.8 .. · .... 
Agriculture $ 625 $ 373 $ 281 $ 384 
Manufacture 4,44.3 2,842 4,517 2,A55 
Service 2,419 2,498 3~239 3,554 
Unearned Income 
Recipiente 227 354 431 459 
. " .. "' ,, ··' ·' ,. ,,, , ' . 
Total ~ li09~ ~ 922 §12189 · · 11i·~8b 
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TABLE XII contVd 
Source·g United States Department of Commerce 9 United States Census 
g! Af.;iculture, .J:939--1954, (Washington9 D. C. 9 19.39--
1954 0 
United States Department of Connnerce 9 Unit~d States Census 
2t Manufactures9 l939--192ii,9 (Washington 9 D. C. 9 19.39-
1954) 0 
United States Department of Connnerce 9 ~~l:!.Y. Qf -;lm~_ 9~:llS:U§., 
Characteristics of ~Population,!) 1939--19549 (Washington, 
Do Co.9 19.39-1949). -
. United States Department of Commerce 9 Personal Income h'I 
States Sin1U ~ 9 A Supplement to the Survey of Current 
Business 9 ashington., Do C. 9 1956)0 
Statistical Abstract .Qt Oklahoma 9 19589 Bureau of Business 
Research (University of Oklahoma» Norman, Oklahoma 9 1959). 
Oklahoma Department of Public Welfare 9 ~ Repor~ 9 1940-
-19599 (Oklahoma City9 Oklahoma, 1940--1959)0 
aReal personal income is personal income deflated by the Consumer 
Price Index, 1947--1949. 1009 all items. Personal means is an 
estimate of the current income, before income tax, by residents 
from all sources, including inter-personal transfers and non-
monetary benefits. 
bincome per worker is derived by dividing real income·from each 
sector by the number of workerso 
°Net farm income was estimated by applying to each receipt from 
farm sales the state ratio of"realized net income!tl to cash re-
ceiptse Realized net income includes Government payments 9 ~QID.e 
consumption, rental value of farm dwellings, and production ex-
penses; but does not include change in inventorieso The state 
ratio will perhaps underestimate county net farm income due to 
heavier local reliance on home consumption and lower production 
costs. 
d Non-family hired labor is not included because farm income is a 
net figureo 
e Transfer payments.which are not for past services are considered 
· as unearned 'income, (old age assistance, assistance to dependent 
ohildren9 etc o) e · 
per farm firm, declined in the 1940--1954 period. Although income per 
farm firm increased over the 1954--1958 period by 36o5 percent, the in-
come per firm was only 76o5 percent of the 1940 levele 
Of greater import,an©e to welfare than the average income per firm, 
is the distribution of this income among the recipients. Figure IV com-
piled from Appendix Table X, graphically depicts the gross farm income 
distribution for Oklahoma and Choctaw County, 1954. 
Unfortunately, income distribution figures for 1958 are not avail-
able, but the analysis of the 1954 distribution provides insight into 
the general agricultural income situation of the county. 
As can be seen from the graph, gross farm income for both the state 
and county are skewed to the right. The 50 percent range of gross farm 
incomes for the state was between $390el6 and $4,315045, while for the 
county, the range was between $192.84 and $1,181.83, or approximately 
1/3 of the state level. The state had 63 percent of gross farm incomes 
below $2,499 whereas the county had 87 percent. The mean income for the 
county was $lp031 .. 42$ the state .had $3,441&00~ or three times higher 
mean income than the county .. In addition, the county distribution has 
greater proportion of farms in the lowest two income classes and a. 
· greater slope thereafter than the distribution of aU state farms e Be= 
yond the second income classg the state distribution has greater pro= 
por·tion by class r and where there are 1 e28 percent of the state Os 
farmers receiving gross incomes greater than $25 900, there are none in 
Choctaw County .. 
The gross income figures obtained from the 1958 rural survey con-
tribute to the analysis of agricultural developmente Figures from the 




received less than $2.11500 gross income per year (Appendix Table IX)~ 
Whereas in 1958, only 50 percent received less than $2,500 gross incomeo 
From the same Table it can be seen that 58 percent of the rural farm 
households (with no off=farm employment), in 1955~ earned less than 
$2.1'500 but in 1958 there were only 38 percento Rural farm households 
(with off-farm employment) had the highest average income from all 
sources in 1955 and the smallest proportion of households with less 
than 82s500 gross income, 38 percent. The 1958 figures show no change 
in this proportion. Average incomes per farm have increased and it 
appears that the distribution of farm income has not become more unequal. 
, I 
Later sections will be needed Ito analyze further the cllanges felt 
on the agricultural sector. The farm work-force did decline both rela-
tively and absolutely,11 but income accru:m.g to farm workers declined even 
more. Only in. the last four years of the study did income increase so 
that the shrinking rel\7Jidual farm work-force obtained a per=worker income 
greater than before. The distribution change has been to a more evenly 
distributed gross income than was shown in Figure IVo 
The Manufacturing Sector 
Relative ghangeo It has been previousl7 stated that as an economy 
develops~ the number of persons engaged in agriculture first tends to 
decline relative to the numbers in manufacturing. The changes in the 
manufacturing sector will be analyzed in relation to this hypothesis in 
order to determine the contribution of manufacturing to agriculture's 
decline. 
Reference is again made to Appendix Table VIII which lists the in= 
dustrial fir.ms of Choctaw County9 1940--1958. This Table shows that~ 
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in absolute numberss Choctaw County gained one manufacturing firm since 
19400 During this 18 year period 51 firms changed between industry groups, 
as one firm leftj another has taken its placeo The most significant fact-
or of the change is the type of new industry which has replaced the old. 
Three of the fir.ms which left arej a peanut pro@essing plant, a transport 
equipment firm, and a beverage bottling plant all of which were capital 
intensive requiring large labor-saving equipmento The firms which have 
entered the county since 1940 (a glove factory 51 two furniture factories~ 
9 and a rodenticide factory) are more labor intensive operationso 
More important to economic development than the number of manufactu-
ring firms 51 is the change in number of job opportunities and created in-
come created by industrializationo The first question to be answered is; 
was the increase in manufacturing job opportunities large enough to ab-
sorb the surplus farm labor due to agricultureijs declineo This is the 
topic of the following analysise 
~ opportunitiese In the first decade of this study~ 1940=-1950s 
employment in manufacturing increased by•only 15s while agricultural 
employment decreased by 9360 The employment in manufacturing actually 
decreased by 52 jobs in the following four years, 1950_,.1954$ while 
agriculture employment had a decrease of 3850 The 1950-=1958 period 
was the era of recent industrialization for the county and employment 
increased by 143.5 percent over the 194Q dateo The actual increase in 
job opportunities in the four year period was 2160 During this same 
periods agricultural workers had decreased by 5820 
9 The largest firm in the county is Wells--Lamont Glove Factory§ it 
employs 176 persons. The glove factory which moved to Choctaw in 1954, 
was the result of a local industrialization self~help programo Next 
largesll.is the Whitson Food Products Coo~ hiring 31 persons, and is also 
the result of the self-help programo Another important firm is Carthage 
WTood Products, employing 28 personso 
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Of course 9 it cannot be proved that all or even some of the new 
jobs were filled by the emigrating farm labor. Nevertheless 9 the above 
analysis of job opportunities has shown that in no period were job op-
portunities in manufacturing sufficiently large to absorb the number of 
workers leaving agriculture, let alone reduce the farm. work force su.f-
- -
ficiently to eliminate all surplus farm labor. However$ the glove 
factory, which employs 170 persons 9 has hired 80 percent of its em-
ployees from rural sectors. 
The remaining facet, of the change in manufacturing9 needed to be 
analyzed is by far the most important. This is the change in value 
10 
added b~ __ man.uf acturing (VAM), __ a measure of real economic growth. 
Income~ manuf'acturingo Value added by manufacturing, as shown 
in Table XII 9 has had a downward trend from 1940--1954. Niot only did 
the real dollar value decline but also the proportional contribution or 
manufacturing to total county income from all sources. Where in 19409 
VAM contributed 5066 percent to the total, by 1954 this proportion had 
decreased to 3e68. The 1954 level of employment$ as well as VAM 9 was 
10 
Although value added by manufacturing sometimes overestimates the 
contribution of manufacturing to personal income 9 the amount is small and 
there is considerable variability between the VAM to Po lo ratios be= 
tween industries. For Oklahoma the total value added by manufacture was 
$580,633,000 in 1954 while personal income derived from manufacturing 
was estimated at $399,000,000 in 1955. Additional amounts or personal 
income would be added for consistency from certain forms of construction 
activity and wholesale tra~~. Contribution to personal income excludes 
other costs such as depreciation9 labor maintanenc, eoste, state and 
local taxes and advertising. In view of the nature of tocal oount1 in-
dustl'7 with ratios of other costs to total aoste assumed for smaller 
than the state average, value added by manufacture was used as identical 
with contribution of manufacture to personal income. Employer contri-
butions t~ e©@iil ss~urit7 will therefor, be included in the residual 
aerviije sector. 
lowest of the study periode From 1954~-1958 an 89e3 percent increase in 
value added manufacturing occurrede Contribution to total income of the 
county increased to 6e04 percent~ is the largest proportional contri= 
bution recorded for the period 1940-=19580 The value added by manu= 
facturing in the 1954==1958 period can be attributed primarily to the 
local glove factory. The 1954 census of manufactures did not include a 
very substantial contribution by the firm due to the fact that it had 
just begun operation and was in the midst of a training programe In 
1958 this firm produced an estimated $JOOO~OOO VAM or 85.'71 percent of 
the 1954==1958 increaseo The remainder of the increase in VAM can be 
directly attributable to the new box=spring factory and expansion of the 
canning plant to include winter operationse 
The changes recorded in Choctaw County in the manufacturing sector 
were concomitant with those in the agricultural sector 9 income declined 
in both sectors from 1940==1954e From 1954==1958 income in agriculture 
and VAM increased as did employment in manufacturing. Undoubtedly» 
there has been e~onomic development in the county9 but not until the 
1954-=1958 period» did the manufacturing sector render any possible as= 
sistance towards adjustment in face of the agricultural decline. 
The third stage in the theoretical development pattern is the re= 
lative decline in numbers engaged in manufacturing relative to the 
number engaged in servicese In the following section~ changes in the 
service sector will be analyzed in relation to changes in agriculture 
and manufacturing. 
The Service Sector 
Data for the service sector are derived as a residual from the other 
sectors due to the la~k of detailed information on the county level. 
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This aggregation is not in-compatible with economic development theory 9 
which segregates the economy into primaryj) secondary9 and tertiary in= 
dustry, tertiary industry be'ing the aggregate of an econoI!ljl'us services. 
Unfortunately9 there is little data upon which to base the contribution 
of tertiary industries ex@ept as a residual, as now examined 9 are earned 
retirement incomesj) head rights.9unemployment payments and many other un-
assigned income sources. It is not expected that this aggregation con= 
ceals contrary trends of the components of this residual income 9 since 
retired persons and the unemployed have apparently shown sufficient 
changes since 19500 Consideration. must also be given to the fact that 
the true tertiary industries reflect development in the wealth pro= 
ducing sectors almost simultaneously9 while social security.9 private 
pensions 9 et@e 9 tend to remain at a rather fixed level or at best.9 lag 
far behind the econ@mi@ development of an area. 
Relative changeo The following Table 9 Table XIII 9 contains the 
aggregated service establishments for the county 1 1940~1958j which will 
be used in analyzing some or the changes which have occurredo Appendix 
Table X contains the income figures necessary for the analysiso 
TABt.E XIII 
Service Establishments in Choctaw County 1940==1958 
Item 1940 1948 19:54. 1958 










Source~ United States Department of Commerce.9 State~~ 
Abstraqt 9 1940=19569 CWashingtron9 D. C.,!! 1940--1956). 
8'.E·stimated from the average number of workers per firm in 1954 
times the increased number of firmsQ 
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The number of service establishments and the number employed in-
creased in the first eight years covered by this study, in spite of the 
out-migration of the county's populationo From 1948 to 1954» the county 
had a decline of 30001 percent in the number of service establishments» 
but service employment rose 6087 percent. A survey of Hugo Vs business 
sector shows that there had been no major changes in this urban center. 
Therefore 9 the brunt of the failures were in the rural areas 9 which is 
consistent with the great population changes in this sector. The in= 
creased use of U. So Highway 709 which passes through Hugo from East 
to West 9 contributed to the stability of the se?'Vices in the urban 
((;)enter. 
By 1958 9 the number of establishments had increased by 10» six of 
ll 
which were along U o So Highway 70 (gas stations 9 drive=in diners 9 etc o) 
The increase in highway establishments is consistent with the larger 
national trendo 
The remainder of the service sector cannot be analyzed by changes 
in the nUI11ber and type of establishments but will have to be interpreted 
through changes in the total level of service employment. 
Employment opportunities., Employment in the aggregated service 
sector (Table XII) remained the same during the 1940==1950 decadee The 
period 1950=-1954 indicates a 5.21 percent decrease in employmento This 
is the same period in which manufacturing as well as agricultural employ-
ment declinedo Therefore 9 it is assumed that those who became unemployed 
were the result of a general declineo 
As indicated by the analysis of the manufacturing sector 9 1954 ...... 
19589 employment increased by 216 jobse Alsop at this timei service em-
ployment recovered 9 increasing by 750 The above ass,wnption~ that the 
11oklahoma State Highway Department estimates that Uo So Highway 70 
has shown a 7o0 per cent per year increase in traffi~o 
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1950--1954 unemployment in the service sector was partially the re-
sult of a decline in manufacturing and agricultural employment 9 may also 
be applied to this period. Employment in agriculture continued to de-
cline but there was economic growth in manufacturing which contributed 
directly to growth in the service sectoro 
Prior to 1954, the service sector did not provide any new job op= 
portuni ties which could a.bsorb the surplus farm workers. However, there 
were 75 new job opportunities in the service sector in the 1954-- 1958 
period and with the new job opportunities available in manufacturing in 
the same period 9 approximately 50.0 percent of the surplus farm labor 
could have been absorbedo 
From the apparent changes which have occurred in the three sectors 
of the county~ economic development has not as yet progressed into the 
third stage 9 where numbers engaged in manufacturing decline relative to 
the numbers engaged in serviceso Thus far 9 there appears to be a direct 
relationship between changes in manufacturing employment and that of the 
service sectoro 
Income~ §.!_rviceso This section will analyze the income changes 
in this sector in order to determine whether eoonomi@ growth in this 
sector has depended on the growth in the other sectors" 
Service income (Table XII) increased by 43o5 per@ent in the 18 years 
of this studyo There were income increases in each period9 including 
those of declining manufacturing. In. 19409 the service sector contri-
buted 6.8 percent to total county income; in 19509 66.8 peroenti in 1954ll 
73.9 percent; and in 19589 72o5 percento During the 1940--1954 period!) 
when both the manufacturing and the agricultural sector were declining~ 
service income increased relatively and absolutely. As can be seen 
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from the above proportional contribution to total income, the service 
>sector in 1958 had an absolute iric'rease in income but declined relative 
to agriculture. and manufacturing._-
. . 
· Apparentlyf :the serviG1;1 · se·ctor income trend does not bear the same . ' . 
relationship. to mapufactur:ing ·. a:n~ a~ricul ture as empl~ymen.t levels do o 
This .is quite oonceivabi'e if:. one as~urnes .. that the_ 7 percent per year 
increase in U. S. Highway· 70 traffic as compensate for the decrease in 
the local demand for services. Unfortunately, figures broken down by 
type of service are not available to confirm this hypothesiso However, 
observation of increases in the number of gas stations and highway 
~staurants,9 provide reasonable appeal that this is the actual caseo 
, j t \ L, ~/ 
Unearned In.come 
Thus. far 9 the county economy was analyzed by industrial sector9 
. . . . u 
in this section)) the une_arned income of the county will be _ considered. 
This ·sector of the_· economy inust _ b~ · considered since it ·is_· ~n al terna ti ve 
income source to that of providing on.ens services for a ~iven reward 
(income). 
Relative change. Table XIV has been constructed to illustrate the 
changes"'which have oocurred in this sector • 
....... 
12 
Transfer payments which are not for past services will be con-
sidered as unearned income (old age assistance 9 assistan~e to depen= 
dent cllildren9 etco). 
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TABLE XIV 
Unearned Income for Choctaw County., 1940==1958 
ITEM 1940 1950 1954 1958 
Number Re©eiving 








Source~ Oklahoma Department of Publi© Welfare, Annual Rru2.,ort~l940= 
=1959 9 ( Oklahoma City., Oklahoma., l 94.0==1959) o 
a.It is assumed throughout that recipients of unearned income re= 
iceive no ether earned income.. Income figures deflated by the Con= 
sumer Price Index~ 1947=-1949: 1009 all itemso 
From the above Table, it can be seen that a large proportion of the 
county 1s population received unearned income paymentso In the decade 
1940==1950., there was both a relative and an absolute in©rease in the 
number of recipientse The proportion of the population dependent on 
these payments were 23o2 percent in 1950. By 1954, there was an absolute 
decrease in numbers but a O.l percent increase in relative proportion 
of the population dependent on these payments decreased 008 perl1.;lento 
The decrease in proportional dependence was due to a larger population 
and greater number gainfully employed than in 1954. 
The importance of this income source to total income ©an be seen 
by referring to Table XII. In the 1940~1950 decade~ unearned income in-
creased its contribution to total county income from 5.28 percent i:n 1940 
to 17.4 percent in 19500 Although there has been a slight decrease in 
its proportion of total ielounty in©omei 1958 unearned income was the 
largest in the countyvs historye 
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The most signif~cant fact about unearned income in Choctaw County.,, 
is that it is the second largest single income source in terms of re= 
cipients and second largest in terms of income receivedo Local in-
dustrialization has not yet affected any decreaseo 
Economic Welfare 
In the preceding sections~ the analysis was concerned with the 
trends which have occurred in Choctaw Countyns economy for the period.,, 
1940-=1958. The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the deter-
mination of whether or not there has been an improvement in economic 
welfareo 
The analysis will emphasize the 1954--1958 period 9 the era of 
limited industrialization for Choctaw Countyo This study was made to 
determine the effects of this industrialization~ particularly on the 
agricultural sectore 
The measure of economic welfare used.,, is income per workere Com= 
putations of economic welfare may be found in Appendix Table XIo Table 
XV~ has been constructed from Table XII for ease of analysiso 
Total economic welfareo The most logical starting point is to first 
determine whether an in(())rease in 10 total economic welf'are 00 has occurred. 
From Appendix Table IX 9 it was determined that there has been an 
increase of $197 in income per worker in the 1954==1958 periode Under 
the assumption that an increase in income per worker does signify an in-
©rease in economic welfare~ Choctaw County experienced a 16057 percent 
relative increase in economic welfareo 
The preceding Table shows the composition of this changeo Of the 
16.57 per©ent inerease; 15.27 per©en:t {92ol5% of the total) of the in-
crease is attributable to relative e©onomi© growth.9 loOS percent to 
TABLE XV 
REIATIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BY SECTORS IN CHOCTAW COUN'l'Y, 1950=1958a 
l9~Qcl924 1924=1928 
It~m-~-- Welfare Growth EmEl~vment Interaction Welfare @rawth Eme fo1men.t Interaction 
Total 28.96 11.15 16.05 1.79 16.57 15.27 1.08 0.17 
Agriculture =24.66 =.34 • .38 14.80 =5.09 .36.65 6. 16 28.8.3 l.78 
Manufacture 58.94 = 0.51 59.77 =0 • .31 c,46.68 89.31 =71.29 =6.3.65 
Seni~es 29.66 22.88 5.50 1.26 9.73 1.3.14 .. .3. 0.3 = 0.40 
Unearned 
Income 21.75 = 0.84 22.59 =0.19 6.50 11.89 ., 4.80 = 0.31 
Source: Appendix Table XII. 
a.. 0 ~ .o.Y. iJ. P AY tlP 
·.rhe formula used 1.n determining eccm.omic welfare: W e =v= "' t>. p + p = ( ~ • llP + p ) • 
b AW Relative Development is defi~@d as ==w==. 
C ~y 
Relative growth is defined as ~· . 
<\telative empfoyment change is determined 
elnteraction of employment and growth by 
( AY • AP ) • 
Y AP+ P 
Where : iuwo• a: average income per worker 
in a sector. 
9~n "' total sector income. 
npou = employed persons in a sector. 






relative change (decrease) in the number employed 9 and Ool7 percent due 
to interaction of growth and the number employedo 
Although Choctaw County has shown increased economic welfare from 
~954 to 1958~ the 1958 enumeration indicates that 92015 percent of the 
change was due to relative growth~ the major contribution being at= 
tributable to decreased employment (Figure V)o As seen in Table XII 
economic welfare decreased in the 1940--1950 decadeo 
Agriculturell-a contributions to economic welfano In,. a .preceding 
section9 agriculture was discussed in terms of a declining industrye 
This section will attempt to determine the contribution of this de= 
cline to sector and total economic welfareo 
For the period 1954~1958, agriculture registered a .36065 per= 
cent increase in economic welfare (Table XV)o In examining the source 
of this increase 9 2808.3 percent (78066 percent of the total) can be 
attributed to a decrease in the number of farm workers and only 6016 
percent (2le.34 percent of the total) to relative economic growtho 
This growth seems small relative to the large decrease in farm 
workers. Referring to Figure Vi it is noted that this is a reversal of 
the downward trend which characterized the countyus agriculture for the 
pre~eding years (Figure V)o 
In order to gain insight into some of the factors contributing to 
the agricultural situation 9 refer back to the analysis of agricultural 
production change as outlined in Table IXo The analysis illustrated an 
expanding livestock industry (cattle) and declining row-crop industryo 
The change-over from cropping to livestock production requires 
time. Thereforev a declining agricultural income is not inconsistent 
with the production changes which have oacurredo In 1958 9 there was 
only an 805 percent increase in livestock numbers which may be 
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indicative of well-stocked pastures and the marketing of larger numbers 
of cattle" With the :favorable cattle price of 1958 9 this would un= 
doubtedly l(;lOntribute greatly to an increased farm income o 
The question may be raised as to what part climatic conditions have 
played in the 1954=-1958 increase in farm incomeo During the 1954--
1957 period 9 the state 0s pastures and ranges were classified as being 
in bad to fair conditionc Cattle numbers in the state decreased from 
Choctaw Countyj howeveri increased its cattle numbers from 35$000 in 
1954~ t© 37~000 in 1957J a Oo57 percent increaseo13 This infers that 
pastures and ranges of the county were in better condition than those 
of the state in general and that cattle inventories were not being re~ 
du©ed at the drought lowered priceso Cattle prices had cropped from 
$22.,00 per-hundred-weight in 1950 to a low of $1:3030 in 19560 Prices 
began to recover in 19579 the six=month average January to June, 1958 
14 
was $2lo08 per=hundred=weighto In 19589 pasture and range @on= 
ditions were rated 00 good18 and ©attle numbers in both the state and 
county in©reasedo It therefore @an be stated that @lime.ti@ ©onditi~n$\ 
affect~d Choctaw County ©attle production to a mu.1©h lesser degree than 
wast~~ for the state as a wholeo 
13 
Oklahoma Crop and Livestock Reporting Service 9 United States 
Department of Agriculture 9 Agricultural Marketing Service 9 (Oklahoma 
City9 Oklahoma 9 1955==1958)0 · 
14 
Ibido 
. In 1958» for the first period since 1940» economic welfare in agri-
culture had increased, although only by 2o.37 percent over 19540 
lhe increase in economic welfare is reflected in an increase in the 
level of bank depositso Local. banks have stated that bank deposits were 
400 percent higher in 1958 than in 1940015 Theoretically9 higher bank 
deposits mean more capital is now available for investment by the agri-
cultural sector of the county. The 1958 survey, however9 discovered 1 
that the sampled farms although increasing acreage by 808 percent 9 had 
a net debt ; , reduction of' .3 .. .3 percent (Appendix Table XII).. The 1955 
study determined that the average farmer planned to borrow $414 for 
other th.a~ la.D.d investments but the 1958 study shows that this class of 
debt had the highest reductionp 25008 percento 
The above facts lead to the inference that while capital is avail-
able for investment by local agriculture 9 farmers are not taking ad-
vantage of ito Therefore, although agriculture 0s economic welfare and 
its contribution to total economic welfare have shown an increase be= 
tween 1954 and 19589 lack of additional capital investment in agri-
culture~ has acted as a deterent to still higher levels of economic 
welfare in farmingo 
Manufacturing 0s contribution~ economic welfareo Manufacturing 
had shown an increase in economic welfare in 1954 but a decrease in 
1958 (Table XV)e. Upon examination of the composition of this inorease 
and decrease 9 the actual contribution to total economic welfare is the 
15 
The figure was estimated by Choctaw County bankers in the 1956 
industrial surveyo 
reverse of the economic welfare for this sectoro Total income from 
manufacturing decreased in 1954 but increased in 1958 (Table XII). 
The decreased income per worker in 1958 occurred in spite of an 
89031 percent increase in income, Counter balancing this increase, 
employment increased by 348028 percent(Figure V)o 
The analysis of job opportunities in manufacturing determined 
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that there were insufficient new job opportunities to absorb those 
workers released from agricultureo However, the industrialization after 
1954 did provide 216 new job opportunities in manufacturing and in= 
directly contributed to some of 76 additional opportunities in the 
service sectoro 
Although there was a decrease of 582 farm jobs recorded in 1958~ 
there was only a decrease of 497 jobs in the entire county~ it can there-
fore be assumed that 85 farm workers found employment in manufacturing 
or that portion of the service sector affected by manufacturingo 
A contributing factor to the decreased income per worker in manu= 
facturing is the type of new industry in Choctaw Countyo In 1954~ the 
high product per worker can be attributed to non-labor intensive manu-
facturing (beverage bottling 9 canning plant 9 saw mills 9 etco)o In 1958, 
the manufacturing industry has become more labor intensive$ requiring a 
great deal of hand work of a semi=skilled nature (glove ractory 9 box= 
spring frames~ etco)o 
Irrespective of the decrease in economic welfare in manufacturing$ 
1954==19589 the contribution to total economic welfare is positiveo 
This is due part1y to an increased number of farm and non-farm workers 
receiving a greater renumeration in manufacturing than they could obtain 
in agriculture or as a recipient of unearned incomeo 
Service's contribution .:!i.Q. ~ economic welfare. The service sect-
or has had an increasing total income and income per worker throughout 
the 1940--1958 study period. 
1,~ ,,, 
In the 1950-=1954 period, the servic.e sector showed a relative in-
'.( 
crease in economic welfare of 29.66 percent, 22.88 percent due to eco-
nomic growth, and 5.50 percent attributable to a decline in the number 
employed (Figure V). 
The increase in economic welfare in the 1954--1958 period was only 
9.73 percent. A 13.14 percent relative economic growth was recorded but 
dua to an increase of 3.03 percent in employment, the total contribution 
to sector economic welfare was decreased (Table XV). Contributing to 
the increased employment in the service sector was the increase in manu-
facturing~ an increase in the economic welfare of the agricultural sect-
or and as previously discussed, the increased use of U. s. Highway 70 
as a southern transcontinental tourist route. 
Increased employment of 76 persons in the service sector can be 
assumed to have included members of the surplus farm work force. Under 
this assumption, the renumerations received exceeded that attainable in 
agriculture, manufacturing, or as a recipient of unearned income. 
Unearned incomes 0 contribution to total economic welfar6. Prior to 
1954, income:i;sr unearned income recipient was less than the income per 
worker in the other sectors of the county 0s economy. Although income 
per recipient increased between 1940 and 1950, the level of renumeration 
was lower than for any other sector. 
The 1954 enumeration indicates a 2lo75 percent improvement in the 
economic welfare of this sector (TableXV)o This was the first time in 
the study period that income per worker in agriculture was less than 
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income per unearned income recipient. 
In 19589 there was a 6.50 percent increase in economic welfare. Al-
though this increase was smaller than that of agriculture 9 the income· 
per unearned income recipient was still greater than that of agriculture. 
Assuming that the increase of 194 persons to the unearned income sector 
all came from agriculture~ there would still be an increase in the total 
economic welfare of the county and a 16064 percent increases in the eco-
nomic welfare of these individuals. 
Synthesi~ 
As we have passed from sector to sector, the analysis had unearthed 
some important components of what 9 in effect, has been limited industria-
lization and consequent economic development. The time has now come to 
put the parts together into the complex wholeo The data of Table XII 
can be summarized as followsi 
Choctaw County has experienced industrialization of a limited kind 
in the 1954==1958 period. Decreases in capital intensive fir.ms have 
been matched by increases in labor intensive fir.mso Income from manu= 
facturing almost doublede But workers !n manufacturing multiplied 3i-
times, so that income per worker in manufacturing actually decreasedo 
Now this is probably exactly what was needed for the county in its 
present state of economic development. For» at least 9 total per worker 
income increased perhaps even as a result of this increased income from 
manufacturing. 
The effects of these changes on agriculture have been marked even 
though not as marked as might be hopedo Industrialization bas been 
. accompanied by an increase of capital in bank deposits presumably 
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~vailable to farmers, but farmers' attitudes toward borrowing have not 
yet improved . Farrai product markets had, by 1958, adjusted to the change 
in the composition of agriculture sufficiently to satisfy most farlllllers. 
This reorganization of fann output had by 1958, at least, begun l ocal 
~gricu l ture on the road to improved total income. Then, i ndustria-
l ization was exactly af the type needed to provide some out let for the 
surp l us labor in agric1llllture although, not yet to the degree needed to 
s£tisfy the stated desires of farmers for more off-farm work and, 
certainly, not nearly to the degr ee needed to e~1Ula l i ze returns to l abor 
in agric1llllture with those in the l owest of the other sectors of the 
loca l economy . Finally, fanners are not yet convinced, according to 
the 1958 r1lllral survey, t hat the large swns of money provided by the 
b1Utsiness people of the urban colllmWlnity for the attract ion of i ndustry 
have had any effect in improvi ng their lot . This does not augur well 
for planners hoping to enl ist the help of the rura l people in the l ocal 
"operation blCilotstrap. " And yet, this study shows that such help is 
deserved of farmers even if only in their own self-interest . The fo llow-
ing statement will S1lllmm&rize t he arguments. 
There was a decrease of 96 in the total workforce from 1954-58 
when the l abor-intensive industrial i zation occurred. This decrease was 
not nearly as Lt.rge as the 1,440 of the previous fo1lllr years. The County 
had stopped the wage earners loss that is so dis t urbing to businessmen 
in the service sector. Although there must have been cons i derable inter -
sector employmment changes, it is helpful to ass1Ulllle that this 96 decrease 
16 in workforce was a res~ l t of out-of-county migration from agricu lture. 
16yf not from agriculture, a t least, from one sector or another, the 
difference being $Mppli ed from a gric~lture, the only s ector whose work-
force decreased. The 96 county out-migrants wo1lll ld l ikely find an increase 
in economic welfare by moving from one of the l owest i ncome counties of 
the region. The ~na lys is abs tracts from natural i ncreases , 
Bllllt there were 582 w@rkers wh@ left farming, leaving 486 t@ find j@bs 
in other sectorso They left a sect@r where income per w@rker had been 
@nly $281 in 1954 and w@uld be after they had left only $384 per 
W@rker, inc:luclling the increased t@tal inc:@me ,of agriculture acc:r1lfiling 
to the redl!llc:ed W({)Jrkf({)Jr«::e o 
These 486 farm workers had three alternatives @f employment, each 
one better than what they had left; man11.llfact11.llring empl@yment, servi©e 
employment, or no emplo~ento First remember that if they hacll stayed 
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in farming they w@uld have divided with 2,019 others little m@re than 
$116,000 @f farm inc@mej for a per-worker average of $3100 It is c@n-
©eivable that 216 o@t-~igrating farm workers cowld have found emplo~ent 
in manwfacturing at an average of $2,455 per worker with the increased 
job @pport@nities in the newly established~ la~@r-intensive fa~t@ries. 
Even asswming that the 216 did not e~u~lly share the total IDMnwfactwr-
ing income~ b~t divided the rem.!llinder left after the f@rlll!ller workers 
had been paid their f@t'1lllller income, they would have a per w@rker in~@me 
@f $1,6250 This am@@nts r@~ghly to 200 days at minimum wages, a fa~t 
confirmed by interviews with plant lllMl\nagers ({)Jf the factories involved; 
namely, that most @f their workforce was from @ff the farm and that 
they were paid unskilled rates f@r. nearly year.-r@1.11nj W(O)rk, The re-
@rganizati@n am@llllnts t@ ~, 0'lFairetlCl--better" 1it1.11ati@n with(O)ut <e«:»mpen-
~2ti@n, wheire S(O)me are better.-(O)ff and none are w@rse offo 
In ~ddition, 76 w@rker.s fr(O)m the remaining 210 c@1.11ld have w@rked in 
the service sectl(j)r fr<®m an eiverage :ILn:C!Qllllfi\e (O)f $3,554.· Under the :siame a~-
11.11oopti@ns ~sin the preceding paragraph, these 76 wwrkers C(O)uld have 
divided the 1954-58 increase in service income @f $1,037,000 f@r a per 
w@rker in~@me @f $1j364; the resid1.11al 194 w@rkers could have f@und their 
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17 way t@ the co@nty welfare r@lls~ and there averaged $459. Xn all casesj 
theref@re, the 1954-58 reorganization improved the ec@n@mic welfare @f 
Choctaw Cownty h~s been faced~ in the last 18 years, with n@t @nly 
t@tal in~@me re~eived. In the period 1954-1958 agric~lt~re has at l~st 
the ind~stri2lization h~s !!l res~lted in increased ret~rns f@r w©rkers 
ing area. s~ch ioopr@vements have been als~ reflected in part @f the in-
17xt can no longer be ass~med that the new welfare recipients wo~ld 
divide the welfare payments increase since these are us~ally distributed 
e~~ally, In any case, welfare payments have grad~ally out-stripped farm 
w@rker in~omes i~ the ~o@nty over the period st~died, 
CHAPTER V 
81!:JJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Choctaw C:ownty,. Oklahl!))ma ,was selected for this stud:,r of econcmic 
develll'l>pmment in an 1l!lnderdevel~ped .small area. A 1ll!lll:jior i®bjective was .to . 
determine th~ effects of .local ind11lstri.aUzatfon «lll11l the coiunty' s economic 
sect©1rs, w~th special emphasis on the agricultUtral.sector. 
Jen thb study, changes in real inci®me per capita (a measure ®if ec~n-
l@lllllic .devefopll1!tent), changes in real income-(!! meas1lltre of ecll!l>n«i>mic growth), 
changes in income per Wll'l>rker (a measure of ec'®n<c»mmic development within 
sectors of the ecimin@imy), !~nd levels of employment were the four major 
factors exa&ined. Four brOlad objectives were presented and analyzed, 
e~ch of which is concerned with the varied impacts l@f economic develop-
ment in an underdeveloped r~ral county: to ident~fy and describe the 
gross economic changes which have occwrred in Choctaw's economy from 1940 
to 1958; to analyze the co~positien of these changes by population •nd 
industrial sector; t~ assess the effects of struct~ral change in the l$eal 
ecil!>n~lllly 0111 welfare in l@cal agriculture; and to pr@vide data and analysis 
for use by planning groups and researchers. 
Cencltmsions 
Choctaw County has experienced. c~ns:iderable ec~nom:ic development, 
relatively and a1uol\litely, in the 18 years covered by this study, 95.9 
percent,. ior 5. 3 percent per year. This is slightly leu than the ecen-
~llllic devel~pment experienced by the state, 5.7 percent per year. There-
fll)re, on th_~ basis of yearly increases and the l<®w level of income per 
81 '" 
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capita as cc~pared with Oklah@ma's ~verage in 1940, Choctaw County was 
in a relatively greater sbate of underdevelopment in 1958 than in 1940, 
The hypothesis as to p@pulation change being the i.mportant component 
@f recent economic devel@pment must be rejected in the light of the 1954-
1958 analysis, b~t accepted en the findings of the 1940-1954 findings, 
The an~lysis of component contribution to the co@nty's economic develop-
ment revealed that, for the first time in 14 years~ economic development 
occ~rred in spite of a pop~lation increase, This can be termed true 
econ@~ic pr@gress (defined as an increase in econcmic growth greater than 
the incre~se in p@p~l~tion), Economic growth (increase in total c@~nty 
inc@me) was act@ally pr©p@rtionally greater for the c©~nty than for the 
state, but duet@ a pr@p@rtionally larger populati@n increase, the 
c@unty had a lower rate @f ec@nomic development, 
The c@@nty, which has hist@rically been classified as a rural county, 
still remains largely rural, Although populati@n decreases were great in 
the rural sectors, r~ral fanill p@pulation in 1958 was appr@xillllilliltely the 
s~me pr@p@rti©n @f t@tal population as existed f@r the state in 19400 
Choct~w County l@st all of its natural p@p~l2tion increase plus an 
~dditional 36,8 percent of the 1940 p~pulati@n, The rural farm pepula-
tion c@ntributed the l~rgest number to the out-migrati@n, the rural n@n= 
farm sector the sec@nd largest, while the urb~n sect@r actu~lly had a 
substanti2l absol~te inc~ease b~t a relative decrease (the increase was 
less than the expected nat~ral pop~lati~n increase). The o~t-migr~tion 
which occurred w~s selective both as to age and sex; the prodictive age 
gro~p and greater n~~bers of males than females imnade the exod~s, This 
o~t-~igration res~lted in an older pop~lati@n with less prod~ctive 
potentfaL 
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As economic devel@pment occurred in the county, the agricultural 
sect~r declined. The number of persons employed in agriculture declined 
as did agricultural inc~me per firm and the proportion of agricultural 
inc~me t@ total c@~nty income, 1940-1954. From 1954 to 1958, the total 
number empl@yed contin~ed to decrease but inc~me per firm and income per 
w©rker increased but the pr@portion of agricultural income to total county 
inc@me decreased. 
The agricult~ral decline, as effected by local development, was re-
flected not only in a decreasing work force in agriculture, but also in 
increasing farm size and changing agricultural pr@duction trends. Fann 
size increased throughout the study period, Agric~ltural production 
changed from row-cr~p ta livestock production. This change in production 
from row-crop to livestock re1uired time to accomplish and thtts would be 
c~nsistent with declining agric1lllltural income. The analysis (\j)f pr~d@c-
ti@n change, d.em@nstrated that 1954-1958 increase in livest@ck nu1mibers 
was the smallest of the st1llldy period; which is indiicative @f well st~cked 
p~St1lllres and the sale Gf larger n1lllmbers of livest@cko Larger livest~ck 
sales, with the fav@rable prices in recent years W@1lllld be a partial ex-
planation of the higher agric1llllt1lllral inccme registered in this peri@d. 
The trend toward livest~ck prod1lllcti@n was aided by changes in the 1llY.rket 
str1lllcture. Markets for r@w-crops declined and h~ve become less c@mpeti-
tive, while those f@r livestock improved, both in facilities and 
c@mpetitive prices paid. 
Although the nl!i1ll!ilber @f local man1lllfacturing finros remained rather 
constant, the 1954-1958 peri~d was characterized by lGcal industrialization 
in the form of larger fit'lllllle replacing the smaller ones and in the type of 
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manufacturing done. Whereas, prior to 1954, manufacturing was capital in-
tensive and needed little labor, the 1958 figures illustrate an increase 
in labor using enterprises. The local industrialization after 1954 is 
characterized by higher levels of employment and greater income contri-
buted to total county income than in any preceding period. The increase 
in employment, however, was not sufficient to absorb the surplus farm 
labor plus the natural increase expected in the labor force of the county. 
The hypothesis, that the service sector has increased as development 
@f supporting industry t@@k place, cannot be tested vigioro~sly with~ut 
considering the C[))ntributi@n of increased tourist travel on lJI. S. Highway 
70. The service sector has shown a constantly increasing trend in its 
real inc@me contribution to total income for the cottnty. This has 
@ccurred in spite of considerable variation in the income derived from 
manufacturing and agricult~re in the county, U, S, Highway 70 trade 
appeared to have c@ntributed to the steadily increasing am10'Ql'.nt .of service 
income, However, it lJlfilay be interpreted that a portion of the recent in-
crease in the n1Ul~ber of service firms and employment is a result of 
recently increased income fr~m manufacturing and agriculture. 
The contribmtion of ~nearned income to total county income has in-
creased over the 18 years of this study, while the proportion of the 
county "workforce" dependent 1Ulpen these payments has remained rather con-
stant since 1950, Therefore, the hypothesis that the county's dependence 
on ~nearned transfer pa}'1lllllents decreased as general economic development 
has occurred, is not consistent with the observed facts. 
It has previo~sly been concluded that considerable ec©nomic develop-
~ent has occ1Ulrred in Ch@ctaw Comnty and that, pri@r to 1954, development 
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was due to population decreases. The analysis of economic welfare (in-
come per worker) c~rrcborates these conclusions. Total economic welfare 
increased between 1954 and 1958 but was due to actual economic growth 
(increase in total income) in the county, 
In the 1954-58 period, for the first time in 18 years, agriculture's 
economic welfare increased. This increase was mostly due to a f~rther 
decrease in the farm labor force, but there was some economic growth 
registered. Deterrent to an even greater economic welfare for agricul-
t~re is the fact that many persons are still underemployed, as reflected 
in farmers desires f@r off-farm employmment and the low per worker incomes 
in farm.ing. The l~cal industrialization has not provided sufficient 
employment opportunities for those farm workers who do not wish to leave 
the county, but do desire s~pplemental employment or to leave agriculture 
entirely. Another factor affecting economic welfare of agriculture 
(through lower levels of ec~nlll)1!Ric growth) is the fact that the farmers 
still remaining in the cewnty have not taken advantage of the increased 
capital available in the county for local agricultural investment, 
Eccno11Dic welfare in the manufacturing sect~r llas declined since the 
1954 enumeration but due to a higher level cf ennpl~Y1Jl!lent, 11U.n~facturing's 
contribution to tGtal eccn~mic welfare has increased, Some portion cf 
this added emplcYlllllent caimefrom agriculture and ether employment, This 
new employment prcvides greater ren'lllmeration te the individual than he 
previ~usly received, thus increasing the individuals economic welfare and 
total econcll!llic welfare fer the co~nty. 
Eccncnic welfare in the service sector has inereased consistently 
thro~ghcut the st~dy period. The additional employment in the 1954-1958 
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pierfod, can alsoi be aSS1lll1D!lled to have included members of the workforce 
leaving agric~lture. The renumeration they received in the service sector 
increased personal econ@lDlllic welfare and contributed to a higher total 
· co11llnty economic welfare. 
The contrib11lltion of 11llnearned income to total economic welfare was 
less than that from any other sector prier to 1954. After 1954, agricul-
ture for 1958, the econioimic welfare in the unearned income sector was 
still greater. If it is asstllmed that those farm workers leaving agricul-
t~re bwt not leaving the co11llnty were not employed in the other sectors 
and therefore wnearned income recipients, their personal economic welfare 
increased as did total cownty economic welfare. 
In conclusion, Choctaw County while experiencing local industriali-
zation and economic growth and development is, nevertheless, in a greater 
state of comparative ~nderdevelopment in 1958 than in 1940. However, in 
the 1954-1958 period, the county had a greater~ ef development than 
did the state. A later study of the co1!llnty will be able to determine 
whether or not this is the beginning of a new trend toward decreasing the 
income disparity between Choctaw Co1!Jlnty and the state. 
Two ~f the findings of the st~dy may be helpful to those who are 
charged with the responsibility of planning local development programs 
in low income rural areas. First, the addition of a low-skill, labor 
intensive, plant in s\lllch an area, altho\lllgh it red\lllced average labor re-
t\lllrns in local ind1!llstry, did create snmfficient lGcal p1!Jlrchasing peiwer to 
impr~ve both total real inc~me immediately and later, pres11m11ably threugh 
a m.imltiplier effect, incr.eased incl!)me C!Olnsiderably in the service sector 
of the economy. The mmore supplies that are used by the lGcal service 
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sect©r, and locally pr@duced, them.ore multiplication of the added incom.e 
will a~cr~e, 18 At an early stage of development, until the local demand 
for jobs is sated, the labor intensive ind~stry, especially if it fills 
a local product dellllilSl.nd, appears to add more to the economy than its value 
added by mmanufacture. 
Secondly, local industrialization and increased bank deposits were 
a concomitant trend in the county. Assuredly, the ability of the coll1l!mun-
ity to invest increased. Whether this means that mQre loans would be 
av~ilable to farmmers, or that returns to added capital in falr1llliling warrant 
the risk @f fa'iC'!11!1l loans, was not examined. But what was established was 
t~t even if more capital were available to farmers they either were n~t 
aware of it, or were unwilling to use these funds, Farmers' capital 
positi1C1n h~d declined significantly d1lllring the peri~d of increased l@cal 
trend before ind1lllstrializati~n. These results imply a need for pr<OJ~ting 
a better unnders:U.111lclling all1!!lOlng farmers of the potential benefits rof l1C>cal 
~n the whole, d~ mtlOlt s:eemm to reclOlgnize any beneficial effects of the l@cal 
developme~t except an implied appreciation of lllfl<ere local job ©pp®rtu~ities. 
Yet, in r~ral areas such as Choctaw Co~nty, a pr@spero1llls, even tho~gh 
sl!Mlll, sector of co1llllllmlercial fat'lmllers can aid local devel@pment as llll1lllch as 
~ny sect@r; for their <OJ1llltp1lllt is Dil!Stly sold 1C11!Jltside the colllnty and as lll!lNllch 
of their farm and home consumption as is locally available is primarily 
18 This analysis is based on an oral presentati~n by Dr. W, I. lack 
at Tahle~1lllah, Oklaho1111!19!., 1959. 
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APPENDIX TABLE l 
NET POPULATION CHANijE .. CHOCTAW COUN'l'Y 1940 .. 58 
Net Change in Population of Choctaw County, 1940=501 
Population (1940) 28,.212 
Births (1940=1950) 6,150 
Deaths (1940 ... 1950) 2,173 
Natural Increase,. 1940•50 (columns 2 ... 3) 3,977 
Expected Population 1950 (l + 4) 32,189 
Enumerated Population (1950). 20,405 
Net Migration (number) 1940°50 (6 .. 5) .. u.,784 
Net Migration (percent) 1940=50 (7 + 5) ='36.6 percent 
Net Change in Population of Choctaw County, 1950 .. 582 
Population (1950) 20,405 
Births ( 1950.,,1958) 2,.689 
Deaths ( 1950 ... 1958) 1,452 
Natural Increase, 1950•1958 (columns 2 "' 3) 1,237 
Expected Population 1958 (1 + 4) 21,642 
Enumerated Population, 1958 17,,922 
Net Migration (number) 1950 .. 58 (6 .. 5) 3~720 
Net Migration (percent) 1950°58 (7 + 5) =18.2 percent 
1James D. Tarver, Population Change~ MiJration iD, Oklahoma, .!2.!tQ.·2.2:, 
Oklahoma State University, Bulletin No. B•4851 January, 1957. 
2-Estimated from birth and death rates from 1952 and 1956 9 figures 
published by Oklahoma ~epartment of Health. 
APPENDIX TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF POPULATION CHANGE, UNITED STATES, OKLAHOMA 
AND CHOCTAW COUNTY, 1930~1958 
1930 1940 1950 1954 1958 
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United 
States 122,715,046 1.31,669,275 151,1.32,000 162,780 173,888,000 
State 2;,336;,040 2,334A37 2.,233,351 2,340,344 2,.399,60.3 
Choctaw 
17,922b County 24;,142 28,,358 20,406 16,501 
Within the County: 
Urban 5,272 5,909 6,084 a 7.,013 
Non=farm Rural 3.9282 6.9240 5,208 a 4.,280 
Farm Rural 15,588 16;,209 9,113 a 6,642 
Source: United States Department of COU1nerce;, Bureau of the Census, 
Characteristics .Qi,~ Population, .!2!2,=1949, (Washington, 
D. C., 1939=1949). 
Statistical Abstract .2! Oklahoma.,, 1956=1959, Bureau of 
Business Research;. (University of Oklahoma, Noman1 Okla= 
homa, 1956,-1959). · 
,!2..2§. Choctaw County Survey. 
1i>ata unavailable. 
bl958 county figures estimated from the number of gas and electric 
meters. 
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APPENDIX '!'ABLE III 
SUMMARY OF POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS, OKLAHOMA. AND CHOCTAW 







Median Ag® {Y@a:rs) 
Perc.ent 65 Y@,H'S Old 
and Over 
Persons 14=17 Years Old 
Percent in S~hool 
Persons 25 !ears Old and 
Over M®dian School Yea.rs 
Completei«ll 


































8,804 '(96p610 5»877 
76.2 74.4 68.1 
3.1 15.6 
1.86 9.8 6.6 
Source: United States Department of Commerce» Bureau of the Census, 
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APPENDl:IX '.ll.'ABLE VI 
PARTIAL SUMMARY OF A~RlCUL'.ll.'URAL DA'.ll.'A FOR CHOCTAW COUN'JJ:'Y 19.30=1958 
Subject and Unit 1930 1940 1950 1954 · 19'58 
Total NW!llber of Acr@:s 5<H»760 501»760 501,760 501»760 501,760 
Acres in JFarms 266»113 .315,.371 322,467 3.313 160 348,9108 
Number of Farms .3» 159 .33042 2, 13.3 1»626 ;,27ob 
Average Size of Farms 84.4 10.3. 7 151.2 208.5 274.7 
Percent Te1m:1.ncy 7.3.1 63.8 28.1 16.2 11.4 
Acres illll Cl!.'tCl>JPlS 144 /314 95,175 99».369 74,345 56»757c 
Acres in Corn 49,.37.3 40,,889 21,864 5»200 6,,oooc 
Acres in Cot.ton 5.3J)466 l8J)652 lOJ) 1.32 3,912 500c 
Acres in PeamllU 2J)732 4»278 .3»6.30 2,262 2,.3ooc 
Acres in Hay .3,160l6 lOJ).392 12J)70.3 13»985 17,600c 
Acres of Pasture lOOJ/7.38 199 JI 1.35 231,1414 28.3J)957 286,797a 
Number of Tractors 18 55 457 691 
d 
Number @f Horses and d Mules 9,,929 8 J) 10.3 5,,484 29742 
Number of Cattle 12»802 21»152 24,188 349711 31J)700d 
Numb~r of Hogs 16,911 11,l'799 12»053 4,912 3,900c 
Number of 'Shee)Pl Negligible 1,005 255 272 1,oooc 
Source: Umd.ted States Department of Commerce, United States Census 
~ ~griculture 1929 .. 1954,l' cw~u~hilllLgton., Dl. c., 1929=1954) 
1958 Choctaw Surwey. 
aProjection of th® pr®ceding 14 year trend. 
bEstimted by coumty ext®!!hsi@n perseo>ll1lnel. 
' 
IC Agricultural Marketimig Sell:Vice Estimates. 
d~ata Unavailable. 
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1940 19~0 19;i4 
Expenditures for labor $69,662 $ 188 /28 5 $162J> 185 
Feed for animals 67,112 362,860 605,732 
~asoline and oil 18J>Ol0 119,320 103,081 
Fertilizer 5,,692 a 12,814 
Machine Hire a 8.3,,910 74,,4.36 
SPECIFIED FARM EXPENJDJl'.JC'II.HUl:S FOR CHOCTAW COUNTY DEFLA!ED BY CONSUMER PRICE 
INJDJEX (1947°1949 ~ 100) 
1940 lQ~O 19~4 
Expenditures tor labiQJ:r $118~674 $177 »293 $137,795 
Feed fiQJ:r animals 114».3.30 341»676 514»640 
©asoline and oil 30,681 112»354 87,579 
Fertilizer 9,,697 a 10 ,,887 
Machine hi:re 
b 
a 79 jOll 63,,242 
Consumer price index 58. 7 106.2 117 • .7 
FARMS BY CLASS OF WORK POWER FOR CHOCTAW COUNI'Y; 
1940=1954 
1940 19~0 19~4 
Horses or mules» no tractor a 288 392 
NiQJ tractor» hiQJrses» or mules a 169 193 
NiQJ tractor an~ 2 or more horses or 
mules a 1J298 482 
Tractor and horses or mules .a 259 348 
Tractor anrn no hors~s or mules a 119 211 
Number of farms r~?crti~g tractors 55 451 691 
Number of f~rms reporting hl(Jlt'S®S 
anru/(Q)r mules 2»667 1J151 1»060 
Number of work anilllll'S!ls B» 103 5»484 2,742 
. . 
. . . . . ' .. ,· 
Source~ United. States 1Qlepa:rtment of Commerce,, United States Census 
.£!AJ!iriculture» 1939°1954» (WashingtonJ D. C.» 1939°1954). 
8Figures unavailable. 
bUnited States ]J)e,pat·tment of Commerce,9 Consumer .f!_kt>! Ind.ex 1941'7°1949 1"' 






APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
INDUSTRIAL COMPOSITION FOR CHOCTAW COUNTYj 1940Ql958 
Number Food Apparel Lumber Printing Chemicals T:ransporta"' Misc el= 
of and and and and and tion. laneous 
Firms Kindred Related Wood Publish= Allied Equipment &nufact= 
Products P:roducU Products ipg Products uring 
13 7 Q 3 2 ~ l 
_12 5 "' 3 1 l 1 1 
13 5 1 3 3 l 
14 5 1 4 3 l 
Source: United States Department of Commerce, United States Census££, Manufactures~ 1939=1954 
(Washington, D. C. 1939=1954). 




APPENDIX TABLE IX 
PRODUCTIVITY OF AGRICULTURAL WORKERS FOR CHOCTAW COUNTY, 1940=1958 
















Source: 'iab lia 'XII~ -; : .. ,. 
= $1,440.,040.00 





($806.47) = $473.40 
... $1.,182,800.00 




"' 2601.6 on 1626 
- $3.30 .50 
= $531. 70 
.. $959,108.00 















8Net farm income figures were obtained by applying the gross to net 
proportion of farm income from agriculture for the state 3 to the 
countyus gross farm income from agriculture. 
b Figures deflated by the Consumer Price Index, 1947ml949 • 100, all 
items. 
cDoesn°t include non-family hired labor because farm income is a net 
figure. 
d Average product per worker is total net farm income divided by farm 
workers. 
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APPENDIX TABLE X 
































































50 Percent Range $390.16 • $4,315.45 $192. 84 - $1, .181. 8 3 
a Code: 
K = Centroid of the distribution 
QD = Quartile deviation 
Km QD = 50 percent of the population 
Q1 = first quartile 
Q2 = second quartile= median (Md) 
Q = third quartile x3 = mean of the distribution 
Source: United States Department of Commerce,, United States Census £t 
Agriculture, l,25.4, (Washington., D. c., 1954). 
aThe measure of variability used in this analysis is Quartile Devia• 
tion. The QD represents the mean amount by which the upper and lower 
quartiles deviate from the median [(Md. "' Q1) + (Q3 "' Md)]+ 2. 
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APPENDIX XI 
EXAMPLE OF COMPU'lA'lt'IONS OF ECONOMIC WELFARE FOR CHOC'JJ:'AW COUNTY j 
1950°1954 
.l)W 
Eccmomic Welfare: w"" = l.\Y - .. y LI p P+AP 
where 28.98 = 11.14 + 16.05 + 1.79 
Total: 
.ay -- AP y p +.AF 
~ = ( $llB9•5o =·$922 •20 ) 100 = 28.98 percent 
W $922.20 
where W = Y + F 
@rowth: 
~ =, $10.671.000 = $9.60l.OOO) 100 = 11.14 percent 
Y ' · $9»601,000 · 
where Y = total real personal income 
Employment: 
.OP • tr S,97l - l0.4ll ) 100 = .. 16.05 t P +AP , 8»971 percen 
Interaction: 
Source: Figures were taken from Table XII. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XII 
FARM INDlEBTEDNESSj) CHOCTAW COUNTY, 1955 and 1958 
Item 
~ MortgaM, (Actual) 
Per Bonafide farmer 
Per househ(Q)ld 
Per acre 
Percent change per farm 
Per Bonafide farmer 
Per h(Q)usehold 
Percent change per farm 
Expected ltncrease in Land 
Indebtedness/Farma 
Expected Total Land Indebted-
ness/Farmb . 
Rate of Debt Reduction/Yearc 
Expected Increase in Non-Land In= 
debtedness/Farmd 
Expected T(Q)tal Non•Land Indebted-
nesse 









Source: 1955 Choctaw County Rural Survey. 





, 9 .90 











( 14.66 percent) 
_236.00 
8Expected increase in land debt was.obtained by multiplying the 1955 
debt per acre by the 1958 increase in acreage. 
bThe 1955 indebtedness per farm plus the expected increase. 
cThe actual debt subtracted from the expected, divided by time span 
(3 years). · 
d.rhis is the 1955 average debt increase planned per farm (obtained 
from the 1955 survey). 
6the 1955 non•land indebtedness plus the expected planned increase. 
fThe actual debt subtracted from the expected, divided by time span 
(3 years). 
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